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Esperanza gate crashers cost RPC money
by Alyson Goodwin
The Rice Program Council estimates that more than 100 people
crashed Esperanza Saturday night
without paying, costing the RPC almost $14 each.
Esperanza coordinator Jill
Ferguson explained that a definite
figure on the number of crashers is
not available because the receipts
have not yet been tallied. She bases
her estimate of a hundred crashers
on the amount of money collected at
the door this year as compared to
past years, and on this year's record
attendance.
The RPC's contract with the Heritage Club, where the event occurred,
requires the RPC to pay $13.95 for
each student attending. The Heritage Club counted 1,075 guests. The
Heritage Club's count included the
people who entered without paying,
so the RPC will have to pay for those
people even though it did not collect
the $ 15 ticket price from any of them.
The RPC had arranged to rent
another location for the dance, but
the owners of this site canceled in
late June, leaving the RPC with few

alternatives. Because of the switch to
the Heritage Club, the RPC had to
pay based on attendance.
Ferguson said, "We usually pay a
flat fee, around $5,000 or so, but if we
didn't have the dance at the Heritage
Club, we weren't having Esperanza."
Even if all students had paid, after

We were expecting a
loss, but this just added
to it.'

—Jill Ferguson
paying the Heritage Club the ticket
priceof$15 would have left only $1.05
per person to cover entertainment,
buses, and other expenses. Ferguson
says, "We were expecting a loss, but
this just added to it"
Normally, the RPC provides its
own security, but the contract with
the Heritage Club required them to
pay $500 for off-duty Houston police
officers hired through the Club. Unfortunately, these officers did nothing to prevent students from sneaking in to the dance.

"We wanted to hire our own security officers," Ferguson said, "butthey
said we had to use Houston police
officers through them."
The RPC arranged for three temporary-agency workers and three
volunteers to sell tickets at the door.
These people were apparently unaware of their responsibility to watch
for students trying to enter the dance
without paying.
Ferguson summarized, "It basically came down to different definitions of security. Yes, the officers
should prevent damage to the club,
but they should also prevent people
from sneaking in."
She said, however, "Since we did
sign a contract, there's not much we
can do." She speculated that the RPC
might receive a discount for various
problems that occurred such as the
premature closing of the coat check,
but still estimates that the RPC will
lose between $5,000 and $6,000 on
the event.
She concluded, "We knew this
place was a rip-off, but we really had
no other choice."
Heritage Club representative
Cathy Rives could not be reached for
comment

Presidential Search Update
The board of governors has selected its three representatives to
the presidential search committee: Trustee Evans Attwell, Governor
Emeritus C.M. Hudspeth, and Term Governor Paula Mosle.
The faculty has chosen two of its three representatives to the
presidential search committee: Dean of Humanities Allen Matusow
and Biochemistry Professor Kathy Matthews. Ballots for the third
position will be distributed today and are due Nov. 19.
The members of the Student Association Senate committee to
select the undergraduate representative to the presidential search
committee have been named: External Vice President Pam Thomas,
Hanszen Senator Kara Kane, Lovett Senator Michael Woodbury, and
Brown President Stan Hsue. The committee plans to make its
decision by Nov. 20.
The staff representative will be chosen by the Staff Advisory
Committee. Petitions are due in the office of Caroline Garcia, director
of Human Resources, by 4:45 p.m. today.

Ad agency defaults on
$14,000 owed to Campanile
by Leezie Kim
The Campanile lost nearly $ 14,000
in ad revenue from the 1991-1992
book when Anthony Advertising, a
contract agency, failed to make its
promised payment to the yearbook.
The lost funds, which were to pay for
part of the book's printing costs, will
be made up by drawing from the
Campanile's reserve account Editor
Nicki Britton said the lost funds will
not affect printing of this year's book,
which has a budget between $50,000
and $60,000.
Anthony Advertising had a threeyear contract with the Campanile in
which the company would secure
advertisers and collect payment for
the Campanile minus its finder's fee.
When the contract expired last
spring, the Campanile decided to opt
for in-house advertising and rejected
numerous advertising firms' bids.
Anthony Advertising did not make a
renewal bid at the time, nor did it
send the Campanile its $14,000 payment due. Campanile Business ManagerTJ. McMahon tried unsuccessfully to contact the advertising company during the spring and over the
summer.
Britton said she found out Anthony Advertising closed when a com-

Colleges crack down on alcohol violations
by Steven Bryant
The student governments of
Wiess, Lovett, and Brown have instituted new policies that seek to curb
violations of the alcohol policy that
occur in or around their colleges. All
three of the policies enable the college courts to levy fines against students who violate the alcohol policy
in full view of the college's president
or its court members.
Wiess College President Dave
Ro berts explained why the new policy
was warranted. "We would like the
alcohol policy to continue as it has
been. [The new policy] was to
heighten everyone's awareness of the
alcohol policy."
Lovett President Jason Kinn held
a similar opinion and added, "As students, we have to enforce the alcohol
policy ourselves or we will be put in
an untenable position.... [Vice President for Student Affairs Ronald]
Stebbings expressed concern about
parties in the first couple of weeks

not abiding by the alcohol policy."
The three policies vary widely in
the level offinesthat can be rendered
against offenders, but they all seek to
reduce the number of so-called "private" parties that spill out into public
hallways by holding the hosts of those
parties responsible for any violations
that occur.
According to the alcohol policy,
any party that serves alcohol and
expects more than 20 people to attend, even ifnominally "private," must
register with the Dean of Students.
Unregistered parties that do not stay
behind closed doors constitute a violation of the alcohol policy.

can cite people. We will be citing
individuals and people who host parties, but we want to be lenient at first.
The first two citations are free and
the third is $25," he said. Any further
citations after the third become increasingly expensive.
Although Lovett's court members
will cite underage drinkers they see
in the quad or at public parties, Kinn
reiterated that "we are out to encourage hosts to keep their parties within
closed doors. Our main goal is to
control the spilling out of parties.
Our goal is not to go into private
rooms to stop the underage drinker."

Wiess' Policy
Lovett's Policy
Since the first week of October,
Lovett's new policy has attempted to
curtail not only the number of
unregistered parties, but also the incidents of underage drinking at public parties. Kinn emphasized the nonconfrontational nature of the new
Lovett policy, saying, "Any member
of the college court or the president

Wiess' college court and president outlined the basics of Wiess'
new policy the fourth week of this
semester. Roberts explained what
activities he and the court most
wanted to curtail. "If a party in a
private room is spilling out badly and
becoming a violation, the court members will first warn them several
SEE ALCOHOL, PAGE 7

Can you beat this hat?

¥

MOB member Melanie Grunow sports an armadillo hatband at the homecoming game Saturday.

petitor called her to present a bid for
the Campanile several weeks ago.
Neither she nor Director of Student
Activities Sarah N elson Crawford h as
discovered whether Anthony went
out of business or filed bankruptcy.
Crawford did find out that the yearbook organization at the University
of Houston was also waiting on pay-

'One thing is clear. The
Campanile is not
anticipating receiving
full payment.'
—Sarah Nelson
Crawford
ment from Anthony Advertising for
an estimated $13,000. The company
leftGeorgiaTech, University of Georgia, and University of Alabama with
outstanding receivables as well.
Crawford and Britton have been
in contact with Rice Legal Counsel
Shirley Redwine, but neither is sure
what the Campanile's legal position
is. "One thing is clearsaid Crawford.
"The Campanile is not anticipating
receiving full payment."

Arias calls for dialogue, aid
by Sei Chong
and Ryan Koopmans
Former President of Costa Rica
O scar Arias Sanchez spoke Wed nesday night in the Rice Memorial Center on the need for international dialogue as a method to alleviate the
problems of Central America
"In our time, distance can no
longer be used as an excuse to avoid
dialogue. If this is true, why do ignorance and intolerance still pervade
much of the world?" he asked. "We
have to believe in the power of dialogue. It is the respect for dialogue
which brings me here today," he said.
Arias spoke of the positive
changes in Central America today.
"People now have the opportunity to
bury their arms instead of the heartrending task of burying those killed
in combat," he said.
"We in Central America altered
the course of our countries' histories. The countries can resolve conflicts without resorting to military
force," he stated.
Arias criticized the United States
government for supporting dictators
with poor human rights records. In
this category, he included Marcos,
Batista, Somoza,- and Saddam
Hussein.
He discussed what Third World

countries can do to ensure democracy. Arias stated that they must reform civil service, educate the public, and cut military spending. He
also said that the industrialized nations must stop supplying arms to
the Third World countries. "It is a
shame thatfiveeminent members of
the UN Security Council are the largest arms suppliers to the Third
World," Arias said.
Arias kept his remarks brief in
order to answer questions from the
audience. Two people asked him
about population growth with respect
to economic growth. Arias responded, "Education is the best contraceptive," adding that "It is a pity
we cannot elect the Pope."
He cited two threats to the consolidation of democracy in Latin
America: increasing poverty and increasing corruption. Arias suggested
the Clinton administration form an
"education brigade" of young people
to send to Central America.
Arias concluded by stressing the
importance of communication instead of military conflict. "Those
countries whose voices were once
silent must learn to speak. Those
countries who once dictated must
now learn to listen," he said. The
audience gave Arias a standing ovation upon the conclusion of his
speech.
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ALCOHOL POLICY
College committment to self-enforced
monitoring deserves praise
We praise the members of Brown, Lovett, and Wiess who took
the first steps in creating a truly student enforced alcohol policy.
Each of these colleges has committed itself to a policy which
affirms the college's responsibility to monitor itself and describes
the procedure by which it plans to do it The presidents and court
members of each college have agreed to an active policy which
authorizes them to keep tally of "private-turned-public" party
violations and fine hosts, when appropriate.
In a community so small that everyone knows everyone else, it
is not an easy decision to take on the unpleasant burden of
monitoring and fining friends and collegues. But the benefits of
keeping alchohol related incidents in-house and student monitored far outweigh the drawbacks. Students are more likely to
report alcohol violations to college leaders while the party is still
controlable and save calling in the campus police only when things
get out of hand. Additionally, party hosts and guests are simply
more likely to follow a warning from their fellow students than
figures of authority.
But because the college community is so small and the potential
for making too many exceptions relatively high, it is important that
the fining procedure be clear and well publicized. Lovetfs policy
has suceeded with a simple, but clear, policy of a straight two
warnings and a $25 citation for the third violation .The Lovett policy
also fines the individual violators as well as the host when
appropriate. Though ultimately the host has the most control over
what is consumed and by whom, extendingfinesto the individual
violator gives both groups the incentive to keep private parties
private.
Finally, the monetary punishment gives college policy enforcers a tangible tool to use for pursuasion. A hit in the pocketbook is
certainly more compelling than chastisment and far more desirable than calling in the campus police.
The colleges leaders have adopted a policy reflecting the idea
that students can enforce the alcohol policy. If the procedure is
clear and the students committed, it will be the most effective
alcohol policy yet
•
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How the Committee on Undergraduate
Teaching, departments use evaluations
mary in each instructor's permanent
file in his/her department The Faculty Council unanimously endorsed
this proposal and the first universityconducted student
evaluations of
teaching took
Objective, articulate comments place in the spring
of the 1970/71
which point out specifics and school year. There
was no intention
make reasoned recommenda- that this procedure
would replace the
tions for improvement have t h e n - e x i s t i n g
evaluations conthe biggest impact
ducted by SCEP,
but there is no indication that SCEP
continued their process after the insions.
By May 1970, the Faculty Council troduction of the university procehad reached the conclusion that the dures.
Over the years since then, the
SCEP reports were not useful for decisions concerning faculty promotions, forms and procedures have been reand the Committee on Undergradu- viewed and modified to give the inate Teaching was charged with exam- strumentas used today. The administration of the evaluation forms is conining this issue.
evaluations to the faculty Committee
The Committee recommended to ducted now by the Registrar's office
on the Curriculum."
the Faculty Council on September 9, under the supervision of the CommitThus from 1963 to 1970 SCEP pub- 1970 that the Committee prepare, dis- tee on Undergraduate Teaching. The
lished narrative reports of their find- tribute and analyze the data from stu- Committee has no contact with the
see Evaluations, page 5
ings. There was agrowing trend across dentevaluation forms and place a sumTo the editors,
In a few weeks the university will
again administer student evaluations
of teaching. This letter is intended to
supply some insight into this important aspect of university life.
Student evaluations were first introduced to Rice University in the
spring of 1962 when the Student Association established a Student Committee on Educational Policy (SCEP)
whose purpose was to "examine and
evaluate courses, curriculum requirements and teaching; conducttheevaluation department by department
and... periodically communicate their
results to the student body; make
recommendation[s] based on their

the nation in the 1960s toward having
students evaluate teaching and increasing pressure to have such data
included in promotion/tenure deci-

iulty

Stadium maintenance dangerously lacking
famous cartoon, but in all honestly, it
To the editors,
Over the weekend, I attended the hurt Even so, I was willing, at that
Rice-Texas Tech Homecoming Foot- point, to forget about it I wasn't seriball game, and although I enjoyed the ously hurt, and it was probably an
win, I did so with a headache and a isolated incident About five or ten
bruise on my head. The injury was minutes into the game, however, the
caused by the bleachers in a rather same thing happened to a woman two
unusual way. Unusual, that is, unless rows behind the spot where I was
you are familiar with old Tom and sitting. This woman, Diana Howard,
Jerry cartoons.
The bleachers in section 308 behind the MOB on the east side of the
stadium are in terrible disrepair. The
worst thing these bleaphers in the
student section usually do is leave a
THE EDITOR
rusty colored rotten wood stain on
your clothes after sitting on them for
three hours. However, a large num- had an infant in one arm, and a soft
ber ofthe bleacher seats are not bolted drink in the other. She apparently
down. The wood around the bolts has stepped on ANOTHER loose board
decayed enough so that the bolts can and fell. The soft drink spilled, and
Diana was barely able to hold onto the
easily pull through.
One of the boards was apparently child and manage to land on the
loose, and when I made my way to- ground without herself or her child
ward the group I was sitting with, I being hurt badly. It was at this time
stepped on the end ofoneofthe boards. that I decided something should be
It did not support me. The other end done to inform those responsible.
flipped up, and hit me square in the
The athletic department needs to
side of the head before I could react better maintain the facilities in the
Now, I'm sure this looked quite stadium. The loose boards are dancomical, and I don't mind others get- gerous, and should be regularly reting a laugh at my expense, especially placed. I noticed that the bleacher
when it is an accurate rendition of a seats one section over, in section 309,

Letters

were all covered with plastic. Why
aren't ALL the seats in the stadium
protected this way? In a climate like
Houston's, with the intense sun and
high humidity, wood is extremely
prone to rotting if it is not protected. I
realize it is an expensive undertaking
to refit all the seats in Rice Stadium;
however, this is BASIC maintenance.
This is the kind of wear and tear that
should be provided for in the budget
merely because the stadium exists.
It was especially disappointing to
see this happen Homecoming weekend to Diana Howard, a Rice graduate
in 1982. She was here with her family
to see a homecoming football game
but left onlyfiveminutes into the game
because her infant had been so frightened by the fall. What kind of impression will that leave with her and her
family? She must have a pretty poor
image of safety at Rice U niversity after
this incident Being here all the time,
I realize that this is a rare example of
negligence of the facilities at Rice. It is
unfortunate that someone who is here
less often had to see one of these rare
instances.
Jay Ansher
Graduate Student, Space
Physics and Astronomy
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Abortion letters confuse definitions; unborn have equal right to life
To the editors,

women agree with me that abortion is
Abortion is a very important issue evil has given me confidence in exto me. I am anti-abortion and I want to pressing my opinion.
respond to letters from Rebecca Stern
David Richter, in the Nov. 6
and Amy Nelson concerning abortion
Thresher, states: "It has been claimed
in the Nov. 6 Thresher. Notice that I that while a fertilized ovum does not
said "anti-abortion:" I have no
need for euphemisms; a person
who is pro-abortion wants abortion
legal while a person who is antiabortion wants it illegal (related note:
I will use the pronouns he/him/his
in the gender-nonspecific sense; I am
not a sexist).
A major concern in the two letters, particularly have the moral status of a person, a
Ms. Nelson's, is that Don Priour, Jr.'s neonate does, and at some unknown
anti-abortion article in the Oct 30 pointof development between the two,
Tfc resA^r completely leaves women out such status is gained."
of the picture. I don't know whether
This is the basis for my view that
that was intentional on his part or not, abortion is murder, except that I rebut let me say that I know that abor- ject the claim that a fertilized ovum
tion is a sensitive issue especially for does not have the moral status of a
women and have given it a lot of person. It is simply arbitrary to define
thought.
life as beginning at any point other
As a male, I used to feel presumptuous when expressing my viewpoint
on abortion. I asked myself, if I were a
woman, would I want anyone telling
me what I could do with my body? I
have resolved any internal conflict by
talking to my mother about abortion:
she is a college-educated woman who
has given birth to two children, both
by caesarean section. I think this
makes her opinion relevant, even by
Ms. Nelson's roommate's stringent
standards. And she is adamantly antiabortion. In addition, my sister is antiabortion, as are my best friend's
mother and sister. The fact that these

than conception. A human has to become a human at some point, and
conception is the only definite point in
human development, other than death.
For example, if one contends that
life begins at birth, one is saying that,
if a baby is born at
8:00, at 7:55 he is
not a human, while
at 8:05 he is. The
development of
moral and social
consciousness is a
gradual thing; unlike Adam and Eve,
we dont eat the forbidden fruit and
suddenly realize
the difference between good and
evil
I have a hard
time looking at an infant born a month
ago and thinking of him as having
moral and social consciousness. What
makes him more human than he was
six weeks ago, two weeks before his
birth?
Here's an idea: maybe we should
define life as beginning two years after birth! Parents could have offspring
put to sleep - aborted - at any time up

It is simply arbitrary to define life as
beginning at any point other than conception. A human has to become a human at
some point, and conception is the only
definite point in human development,
other than death.

FLASHPOINT
ABORTION

to that point if they decide that having
a child is not convenient for them.
That probably strikes everyone as
a scary suggestion, yet if it were enacted into law, it would simply be a
liberalization of current legal restrictions, an extension of the age range
during which it is legal to murder
children.
To summarize, since human development is gradual, life should be
defined as sta rting at the point at which
that development begins.That devefop-

Maybe we should define life as
beginning two years after
birth! Parents could have offspring put to sleep - aborted at any time up to that point if
they decide that having a child
is not convenient for them.
ment bepins at conception (if that still
doesn't make sense, consider how
marvelously complex a newborn
baby's little body already is).
Lest I be labeled a male chauvinist
pig, let me reiterate that I have not
forgotten about women. I know that 1
will never know what it is like to be

Responsibility forgotten in
making the expedient choice

To the editors,
The recent resurrection of the abortion debate on the pages of the Thresher
has induced people on both sides to
put forward the same arguments they
have been spouting off since the issue
became an issue.
As always, I was left unsatisfied by
both and am frustrated by the only
any woman through.
certainty revealed by their letters: we
I can't believe that abortion ever are no closer to a
solves any problems for women. Short- solution than we
term problems maybe, but the long- were five or 10
term effects on women are emotion- years ago. This is,
ally devastating. Just ask any one of I believe, because
the millions of women who have had
there is no soluan abortion and are tion which will
still grieving the satisfy both sides,
loss of their child.
and, as is always
Many women
the case in such
are haunted by situations, we will
guiltandwishthey ultimately be
could go back and
forced to comprodo it differently. 1 mise.
know
several
I am personally opposed to aborwomen personally
tion. I regard it as unthinkable, and if
who are going
1 ever found myself pregnant unintenthrough
this.
tionally, I hope I would have the
Many of these
strength not to take the easy way out
women become that abortion affords. I do, however,
active pro-lifers in order to keep oth- think it should be legal, not out of any
ers from making the same mistake great sympathy for those who would
they have made.
use it, but because I feel that morality
No, abortion is not an issue of the should not be legislated.
right of a woman to choose. It is an
This does not place me on the
issue of millions of babies being de- traditional pro-abortion side of the arnied their right to life. Millions of ba- gument, however. I refuse to associbies who are denied
ate myself with a group of people who
justice because
have made a procedure which every
women don't want thinking person will admit is of at least
to suffer the conse- dubious morality the center of a great
quences of their ac- celebration ofwomen's rights and freetions. And it is an dom of choice. Of course women
issue of millions of should have choices in what manner
women who are be- of sex life they wish to lead. But sex,
ing told that abor- like many acts, can have serious contion is no big deal,
women who then
have to suffer the
emotional - and sometimes physical consequences.
If we really want to ensure "justice
for all," then we must give babies their
right to be born, and we need to quit
offering women the tragedy of abortion as a solution to their problem.

Abortion carries severe consequences;
trauma outweighs short-term solutions
To the editors,
I was quite frustrated last week
after reading Amy Nelson's response
to Don Priour's article on abortion. I
also read his article, and I thought it
presented a well written, logical summary of why the pro-life movement
must consider an
abortion the killing
of a human life. As
a woman, I would
like to answer Amy
Nelson's charge
that a pro-life
stance "forgets
women entirely."
A pro-life position does not suggest that a woman
does not have the
right to chose what
happens to her body. She absolutely
does have that right However, the
choice comes before, not after, a pregnancy.
As a woman, I know that I have a
choice to either put myself into situations where there is a possibility (however small) that I may conceive, or I
can choose not to place myself in those
situations. If I choose to go ahead and
enter into such a situation, then I must
accept the consequences of my actions, just as I have to accept the consequences for any other choice that I
make.
I believe that the woman absolutely
can and must make choices about
what she wants to do with her body.
However, she must make that choice
before she ever gets into bed with a
man, taking into account the fact that
even birth control will fail sometimes.
After the babyisconceived,the woman
can no longer think of herself alone.
She now has to make choices for two.
If she decides to have an abortion,
then she is denying her baby the right
to "life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness." I am at a complete loss to
understand how anyone can complain
that women's rights are being taken
away from them while day after day,
thousands of babies are having their

basic right to life mercilesslywrenched
from them. Sounds like a double standard to me.
Please don't misunderstand me. I
do sympathize with women who have
an unwanted pregnancy for any reason; it's hard. But we can't punish the

Women mourn the loss of their
babies for years - even decades
- after the abortion; many
never forgive themselves.
do exist and they make the issue even
harder.
Women are already emotionally
and physically scarred after they have
been raped; they don't want a baby t5
remind them of their pain. That is
understandable; I would feel the same
way. The question is: will an abortion
really ease their pain? I suspect not In
fact I have seen itdo just the opposite.
Women mourn the loss of their babies
for years - even decades - after the
abortion; many never forgive themselves. What a horrible tragedy to put

sequences if it is not thought out In
my opinion, women (and men, too)
who choose to have sex should either
make provisions for those consequences beforehand or be prepared
to suffer from them later. Abortion is
in most cases (not all cases, 1 admit)
the refuge of those unwilling to take
responsibility for their actions.
It is thus a symptom of far larger

Americans have in the past few
years become so accustomed to
easy solutions that we have
begun to seek them even for
grave ethical questions.

I believe that the woman absolutely can
and must make choices about what she
wants to do with her body. However, she
must make that choice before she ever gets
into bed with a man.
baby for any unwise choice on the
mother's part
Now I know what people are going
to say to me here. What about the
cases of rape or incest' Less than l%of
all abortions are performed due to
rape or incest However, those cases

pregnant I know that I will never
know what it is like to have another life
so completely dependent on mine. I
know that I will never experience the
emotional trauma of conflict between
maternal protective instincts and not
being ready or able to commit huge
amounts of money and time to raising
a child. I know that husbands and
boyfriends often put heavy pressure
on women to have or not to have
abortions.
So please do not accuse me of
ignoring wo men in
formulating my
anti-abortion
stance - if you do,
you're accusing
my mother of the
same thing.
1 would now
like to a d d r e s s
s o m e specifics
from the articles.
Ms. Nelson accuses Mr. Priour
of forgetting a tout
women in his antiabortion argument Ms. Nelson
has made an analogous mistake: she has forgotten about
the child in her pro-abortion argument
She states: "[TJhe stark reality of
abortion [is] that it is a woman's body
and ultimately her decision what she
does with it" That one sentence is the
see Unborn, page 4

societal problems. Americans have in
the past few years become so accustomed to easy solutions that we have
begun to seek them even for grave
ethical questions. We need to stop
looking for quick fixes and stop asking the government to be our moral
guide and start re-examining our own
consciences. Rape, incest poor education, and promiscuity are the problems which lead to abortion, and they
are the problems we need to work to
solve. And far from being a feminist
rallying point, far from being a celebration ofAmerican rights, legal abortion should be a nasty expedient, a
reminder of how far we have to go to
achieve true enlighten ment and moral
balance.
Terzah Ewing
Brown 1 9 9 5

T h e Rice Forum

Tara Bran urn
Wiess *94

See excerpts from another letter on page 5. -
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Uncle Sherwood and his morality show: how Ginger was 'lust incarnate'
by Jym Schwartz
Television has been accused of
many things over the years, but subliminal promotion of morality was
never one of them. Forthright morality, sure, we need only watch the last
five minutes of "The Cosby Show" or
"The Brady Bunch" or "Leave It To
Beaver" to get a sticky-sweet overdose of middle-America values. But
subliminal morality...?
I'm sure some of you are out there
right now saying, "But Jym, I don't
remember any subliminal morality in
the endless hours of television I absorbed as a drooling, mindless zombie between the ages offiveand 18."
To which I reply, of course, you don't
remember, it was subliminal, you

Pleonast

ninny.

The show to which 1 am specifically referring is the controversial and
enigmatic "Gilligan's Island." For
those of who don't recall the turmoil
over the "Isle," that's probably because I'm making this up. You see, a
number of years ago, a friend came to
me in an unmentionable state and

swore up and down that the seven
characters of the cast were meant to
be symbolic of the Seven Deadly Sins.
He also swore up and down that Richard Nixon was living in his closet and
then proceeded to lambada on my
kitchen table, but I digress.
So why would I be some kind of
authority to address this issue in
such a reputable
publication? Aside
from the approximately 10,000
hours I have
logged infrontof
the electronic
brain-sucker, I
also have an "in"
with the producer
of "Gilligan's Island." Quick TV
Trivia Quiz: What
was the producer's
name? (You have spent too much of
your life on the couch if you can answer this.) That's right, it's Sherwood
Schwartz, who happens to be my dad.
No?
Okay, so we happen to have the
same last name, and there the coincidence ends. But since I dont see any
other Schwartzes stepping up to explain Sherwood's deep, inner motives,
I'll take on the task. After all, we must
be distantly related somehow... (Is
there a genealogist in the house?)
I have wrestled (and, on occasion,

played raoquetball) with this issue,
and while the Seven Deadly Sins/
Gilligan's Island theory seems to fit
upon initial inspection, there are technical difficulties when you get down to
the man himself, Gilligan. Run with
me on this one...
Most obvious is the professor, who

an interesting and completely irrelevant side note, a nationwide survey
of college students a few years ago
revealed that the Professor and
Maryann were voted the most likely
couple to have 'done it' on the island.)
And who could doubt for a moment that Ginger is lust incarnate?
Sure, the kids
were supposed to
think shewas acting, but we all
know what being
deprived episode
after episode was
doing to her. You
know and I know
that glazed look
wasn't boredom,
my friends.
What kind of
person takes a
trunk full of
money on a threefits pride to a T. Any man who can hour pleasure cruise? Mr. Howell
make a ham radio out of some wire gets my vote for greed.
and two coconuts has to be pretty
We are now left with three characcocky. (His character was later re- ters, and three Deadly Sins. We have
vised and given a series of his own, Gilligan, the Skipper,and Mrs. Howell,
called "MacGyver.")
to which we must match gluttony,
For the sin of envy we need look no sloth, and anger. This is a problem
further than Maryann, who may have Mrs. Howell could be given sloth (she
worn those skimpy little tops, but could never lifted afinger),and the Skipper
never achieve Ginger's glamour. (As gluttony, but this leaves Gilligan with

I have wrestled (and, on occasion, played
racquetball) with this issue, and while the
Seven Deadly Sins/Gilligan's Island theory
seems to fit upon initial inspection, there
are technical difficulties when you get
down to the man himself, Gilligan.

Hanszen College
MusicalTheatre Presents
Stephen S o n d h e i m ' s

INTO THE WOODS
November 12, 13, 14, 19, 20, and 21, 1992
8:00 P.M. Hanszen College Commons
Tickets are $3 with Rice I.D., $4 for Non-Rice
Please Call 527-4024 for Reservations

Jym Schwartz is afirst-yeargraduate
student in the department of Geology
and Geophysics.

Pro-choice case blurs moral distinctions
Editor's note: the following statements"personlike" than someone who is in
are selected excerpts.
excellent physical condition.
We are not speaking about a case
To the editors,
where two individuals are drowning,
The degree of civility in a given and only one can be saved! In aborsociety can best be determined by tion, there is noreasonwhy anybody
what that society values, as well as by involved must lose their right to life...
what that society rejects. Any civilized
humane society must have some set
Let's carry I Ms. Stern's] logic furof values that protects the lives and ther. If you oppose running down pewell being of its members - such is destrians on the highway for the sake
only rational...
of getting to work faster, don't run
down any pedestrians, but don't force
When most abortions are per- others to live by the same rules either!
formed and how much pain is felt by Her analysis denies society the right
the infant in the womb upon an abor- to act to protect its members; without
tion are not the sole determinants of such a right, society M s into a violent
the morality (or lack thereof) of abor- state of anarchy...
tion. The simple fact, which lastweek's
writers do not deny, is that an unborn
[Concerning Ms. Nelson's arguchild does constitute a human life...
ments], in the case of birth control
that fails, [a woman is] aware of the
If we applied [Richter's] logic risk of becoming pregnant It's no
across the board, then we could as- accident!
sess anybody's legal rights based on
To reduce the abortion issue to
how much of a "person" he or she is. one of men versus women is to forget
Thosewho are very ill, or handicapped, the fundamental fact that we are all
or seriously wounded could, using human beings and are all components
this logic, be counted as less of this society, and hence we must act

Unborn
from page 3

Imt

anger, certainly a trait he never displayed.
In fact, the only thing you possibly
saddle the big G with is sloth, except
for the fact that he did most of the
menial labor on the island.
It's really a shame that stupidity
isnt one of the Deadly Sins.
After debating this issue with many
people in many corners of the globe
fincluding the Pope), I have finally
come up with what I think is the correct interpretation of the final mystery; What is Gilligan?
For the moment, let us call Mrs.
Howell sloth. This leaves anger and
gluttony. Now, the Skipper was a
pretty big guy, and had no shortage in
either department, so why can't he be
two sins rolled into one?
So here we have the Seven Deadly
Sins trapped in a endlessly recurring
Hell of hope followed by denial and
despair, forced to live with each other
in our TVs until the last re-run ends.
And who is their captor? What keeps
them trapped there?
Gilligan is Satan. Think about it
Next Week: Something a little less
esoteric. I promise.

crux of the whole pro-abortion argument, and it complete^ ignores the
child.
Happy Hour 11AM-7PM daily!
Live music, darts,
The stark reality, Ms. Nelson, is
sports, private parties!
Monday Nighl is College Night
that it is not just the woman's body. I
1617
Richmond
•
Houston,
TX
77006
•
528-3545
$1.00 off all drafts
believe that I have considered both
parties thoroughly in formulating my
viewpoint
Something else that bothers me in
Ms. Nelson's letter is the use of the
term "anti-choice." Yes, those of us
who are anti-abortion are "anti-choice"
Fri., Nov: 13 Paul Defata & Egypt
on this issue, but the use of the term
implies that we are "anti-choice" just
Satv Nov. 14 Sentir Venezolano
to be spiteful. Sometimes it's appropriate to be "anti-choice:" for example,
MoriNov.
16 Lime Drive
Ms. Nelson 0 presume) and I are both
"anti-choice" with respect to the issue
Tue., Nov. 17 Bob Wicker's Open
of rape.
A third problem: Ms Nelson writes,
Mike Night
"[Priour's] anti-choice stance condemns women to an excruciating
Wed., Nov. 18 The Healers
death with nothing dignified about it"
I have a feeling that I can speak for
both Mr. Priour and myself in saying
Thur., Nov. 19 Houstonian Big Band
that we are anti-abortion not to condemn women to death but because we
FriNov. 20 Donna Chatham
believe that abortion kills a human
being.
Obviously, the purpose of banning
With this coupon, get
abortion is to try to prevent it and if it
were illegal, no woman would be "con$1.00 off any sandwich during lunch (11 AM - 3 PM)
demned to death" because she could
-orchoose to let her baby live, which was
the intention of the legislation.
$1.00 off any beverage after 7 PM
Myfinal problem with Ms. Nelson's
mm M
wmm
Expires J 2 / J 3 / 9 2 J
letter is her assertion that "if anti-

choice legislation is passed, [Mr.
Priour] will be held accountable for
the welfare of all unwanted children
that are born and for the life of every
woman who dies because of an illegal
abortjon."
Not surprisingly, Ms. Nelson does
not offer an explanation of this nonsense. After all, if her assertion is true
(which it is not), then she is accountable for all the legal murders of innocent children which have occurred
since 1973 (which she is not).
I have a couple of problems with
Ms. Stern's letter. She states that "Mr.
Priour is currently interested in contributing nothing more than irresponsible journalism to what is, in fact a
very real problem."
Even if it does contain some irresponsible journalism (I am not taking
a stance on that one way or the other),
it also contains manyvalid points worth
considering.
A good example is the fact that if
Baby A and Baby B were both conceived four and a half months ago
today, but Baby A is in his mother's
womb while Baby B has survived a
premature birth, it is legal (at least in
sojtne cases) to kill Baby A but not
Baby B.
Another problem: Ms. Stern felt
thatMr. Priour's comment that "every
twenty seconds a doctor's scalpel, ordinarily an instrument of healing and
life, is transformed into a device of
death" was very irresponsible, "inexcusable," in fact
Mr. Priour's comment was just an
example of synecdoche, a figure of

for the protection of other members of
our society.
The one word to answer all of
Nelson's arguments is: responsibility.
If a woman does not want to have a
child or the father does not want to
exercise a role in caring for the child,
then the two should be responsible
enough to avoid a pregnancy.
The unborn child is a human being
and should not be punished for the
irresponsibility of adults...
When a society uses a person's
physical state in life, or its race, or its
possible future economic condition to
measure its very right to exist, then
that society has digressed to barbarism and an utter lack of compassion.
Whether one wishes to admit it or not,
such were the standards used by Nazi
Germany, it is genocide, by the very
definition of the word. We can only
hope that our future President and
Congress will come to realize this.
Peter C. Johnson
Rice For Life
Baker '94
speech in which an aspect (the scalpel) is substituted for that of which it
is an aspect (the doctor). I will concede that this is perhaps an irresponsible use of synecdoche because it
may imply falsehoods about the particulars of how children are murdered.
But it is no more irresponsible than
Ms. Stern's response to it "...or perhaps his comment.. was intended [her
emphasis] to remind us of the back
alley abortions to which he would have
women return."
That statement isas"irresponsible"
as Mr. Priour's comment which she
was trying to criticize. As I explained
in the preceding paragraph, the goal
of anti-abortionists is not to have
women return to "back alley abortions," and I think Ms. Stern knows
this.
In closing, let me say that even
though I cannot support it, I fully understand and sympathize with the proabortion argument I know that the
murder of children isn't the goal of
pro-abortionists, any more than repressing women is the goal of antiabortionists. But I feel that a thorough
consideration of the facts can only
lead to the conclusion which I have
reached.
As my mother says, "It's a sign of a
sick society when intelligent people
sit around discussing whether it
should be legal to murder unborn
children."
Mailt G. Sellers
Lovett *95
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Evaluations
from page 2

mittees,departmental committees, the
college system, etc. Letters are requested from committee chairs and
college masters to help in this evaluation. The candidate's department will
also analyze teaching using the student evaluations as a guide but not
necessarily as the only input.
The numerical surveys are complicated and must be interpreted with

analysis of the numerical portion of
the evaluation forms (this is handled
exclusively by the Registrar's office)
but retains a considerable role in the
analysis of the essay portion.
Currently, faculty are not required
to administer evahiations for their
courses. This is a
voluntary act, but,
as will become
clear momentarily,
faculty below the
rank of full professor may be at a disadvantage ifthey do
not have their
courses evaluated.
How are the
dataused?Thedata
obtained from the
studentevahiations
of teaching are used in a number of caution especially when teaching of
ways and the relative emphasis placed vastly different courses and subjects
on each of the uses varies from depart- is compared. The relative weight
ment to department If you ask three placed on research compared to unidifferent department chairs how they versity/community service or to teachare used you will pro bably get as many ing varies from department to departanswers.
ment.
Once the department has reached
Currently this includes use as 1)
data for students to help in course a consensus about the candidate, a
selection (to this end copies of the dossier is prepared and sent to the
numerical results are placed in the appropriate dean who reviews the case
library for student perusal). 2) inputto and adds his/her recommendation.
help instructors modify their courses The dossier contain ing the dean's recand improve their own teaching meth- ommendation is then sent to the
ods. 3) information the departments Provost's office for review by the Comuse to evaluate courses including con- mittee on Promotion and Tenure.
tent, format, teaching assignments,
It is not until this point that the
etc. 4) data ineluded when faculty members are
considered for salary increases and
promotion/tenure.
In order to understand the role
played in 4 above,
it is necessary to
understand something of the faculty Committee on UndergraduateTeaching becomes involved. The Commitpromotion/tenure process.
Under usual circumstances a fac- tee is requested to review the essay
ulty member will be considered for portions of the candidate's files and
promotion/tenure no later than at the prepare an analysis/summary of the
end of his/her sixth year at Rice. Ex- evaluations. The committee currently
ceptional faculty may be considered is composed of ten faculty members,
earlier. The initial review is conducted two undergraduates, one graduate
by the candidate's department and student and an alum Faculty who
many aspects of the faculty member's serve on this committee are all tencontribution to the university are ex- ured and represent a wide spectrum
of departments and divisions.
amined.
The Vice President for Student
Research performance is analyzed
by examining publications, books, lec- Affairs and the Registrar function as
tures, grant support and related schol- advisors for the Committee. Several
arly activities. External evaluations are committee members are requested to
solicited from the candidate's field of read the evaluations for each candistudy (generally renowned faculty date and are discouraged from readfrom other universities and industrial ing those of people with whom they
or government researchers) to help have close contact These summary
evaluations are forwarded to the canin this part of the evaluation.
A second area reviewed is univer- didate, his/her departmentand to the
sity and community service which in- Provost for inclusion in the dossier.
cludes contributions to university com- The dossier is then reviewed by the

Committee on Promotion and Tenure, a subcommittee of the University
Council, which makes a recommendation to the President. The President
in turn evaluates the candidate and
passes his recommendation on to the
Board of Governors who make the
final decision.
While student evaluations ofteaching are a very important component of
the analysis of a
faculty member's
contribution to the
university, they are
but one aspect of
an extremely complicated and timeconsuming process.
What types of
comments are useful in the essays? If
you are looking for
direction in filling
out the evaluation
forms, I would offer the following suggestions.
Student evaluations are a benefit
to the university only in so far as they
improve the quality of teaching at Rice
and so agood question to ask yourself
in filling out the forms is, "What can I
write that would most help the instructor/department improve the
course or teaching?"
Objective, articulate comments
which point out specifics and make
reasoned recommendations for improvement have the biggest impact. It
is appropriate to say you did or did not
like a teacher or course; it is better to
say why. Comments need not be only
negative but, if appropriate, can also
praise the positive aspects of teacher
or course.
When negative comments are
made, it is still important to do so with
the same respect that you expect fro m
the instructor. Teaching is rarely improved when hostility is created between instructor and students. Be reasonable in your expectations - it may
not be possible (or even desirable) for
an instructor to make all the changes
suggested by the students in a course
- and it is rare that everyone in the
course will have the same opinions of
what the problems and possible improvements are.
The teaching evaluations need not
be the only way students can communicate with the faculty about courses
and teaching. One limitation of any
evaluation system is that it occurs
after the fact Maintaining a dialogue
between students and faculty is a good
way to address some difficulties before
the course is over.
If you have questions, concerns or
suggestions, please get in touch. I will
be happy to discuss these issues with
you.

ENGINEERING
COMPUTER SCIENCE
GEOSCIENCE
APPLIED SCIENCE
Individual initiative has
always played a major role in
Sehlumberger's growth and
technological leadership.
Today, Schlumberger employs
53,000 people in over 100
countries with annual
revenues in excess of $5 billion.

Currently, faculty are not required to
administer evaluations for their courses.
This is a voluntary act, but faculty below
the rank of full professor may be at a
disadvantage if they do not have their
courses evaluated.

It is appropriate to say you did
or did not like a teacher or
course; it is better to say why.
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SA Business
The Student Association met Nov. 9 in the Wiess commons. The
following items were discussed:
•The ad hoc Committee on Martin Luther King's birthday, represented
at the meeting by History Professor Edward Cox and Chemistry
Professor Robert Curl, has recommended that Martin Luther King's
Birthday be made an official university staff and academic holiday,
and that the university should support commemorative orvcampus
activities such as lectures, panel discussions, and film festivals.
The committee suggested that in order not to reduce the number of
days in the semester, spring recess (usually Good Friday and the day
before) would be shortened to j ust Good Friday. The senate discussed
this and other possibilities such as a shortened day or just oncampus observances. Since the academic calendar is determined
prior to each year, making the day an academic and staff holiday will
be a prolonged process. The senate will discuss the issue again at
the last meeting of the semester, Nov. 30.
•A new intramural fee which would apply to all students was
discussed, although no decision was made as to its details. Current
problems are that the fees collected for intramurals don't cover all
costs, extensive bookkeeping is involved, more manpoweris needed,
and currently Athletic Department and Human Performance and
Health Sciences money is used for intramurals.
•The Rice Vegetarian Club was approved.
•Garbage bags forthe Environmental Club's "Trashed for a Week" will
be passed out today.
•Students interested in working the Book Co-op over break can
contact Alisha Sanders by Thanksgiving. Must be work-study.

Unity Through Diversity Week adds activities
by Josh Roper

Columbus," will cover the effects of
Columbus' discovery of America.
Ada Edwards, founder and director of the Ida Delaney Action Committee against police brutality in the
Houston area, will speak Thursday
night in the Farnsworth Pavilion at
the RMC. She will discuss "Affirming Our Oneness, Celebrating Our
Differences."

Rice Counseling Center Representatives will host a movie discussion of Boyz N the Hood in the Kyle
Morrow Room of Fondren Library
Friday night The week will end Saturday with the "Dedication to Integration" festival in the Grand Hall.
Saturday night's festival will begin at 8 p.m. with a dinner including
Mexican, Indian, Greek, and other
ethnic foods.
' Throughout dinner, there will be
entertainment provided by dance
groups and other performers. From
9 p.m. until midnight, a disc jockey
will play music, and the festival will
turn into a dance.
The "Free Speech Zone" will feature a crate decorated as a soapbox
and a bullhorn that people may use to
voice their opinions. Letters were
sent to campus organizations allowing them to reserve time to speak,
but anyone may use the soapbox.
"It's a place for people to voice
their opinions," said Pat Sanchez,
another committee member. The
Free Speech Zone will be open from
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. Monday through
Friday.
This year the coordinators decided to take advantage of the Coffeehouse. On Monday night the Coffeehouse will feature the Rice Forum
discussing whether institutional racism exists at Rice. Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday nights the Coffeehouse will host various performers.
The week will begin with a study
break Monday at 10 p.m. in front of
Fondren.

Unity Through Diversity Week
promises to be more controversial in
this, its third year at Rice. There will
be three main speakers this year, the
issues discussed will be a more controversial than in the past, and the
week will include new activities.
"[We want] to catch students' attention with the more controversial
'[We want] to catch
issues. I think that's what makes it a
little different from last year, and it
will hopefully make people think a students'attention with
little more," said Ovidio Hinojosa, a
member of the Unity Through Diver- the more controversial
sity Week committee.
Moctezuma Esparza, producer of issues...it will hopefully
The Milagro Beanfield War and The
Ballad of Gregorio Cortex, will give make people think a
the central address Monday at 8 p.m.
in the Grand Hall of the Rice Memolittle more.'
rial Center. He will speak on "Minority Careers and the Politics of Holly—Ovidio Hinojosa
wood."
Ward Churchill, professor of
American Indian Studies at the UniFor the second year, gay and lesNext meeting: Nov. 16 at 10 p.m. in the Baker commons.
versity of Colorado, will speak bian issues will be addressed. Staff
Wednesday night in the Grand Hall. Psychologist Michael Winters will
—compiled by Haley S. Robertson
His speech, entitled "500 Years After moderate a panel discussion on Tuesday night in Farnsworth Pavilion.
Annise Parker, community activist,
Chris Bacon, president of the Houston Gay/Lesbian Political Caucus,
and other activists will be on the
panel.
"We realized after last year that
we need to address [gay and lesbian
Colorado.
but would also include discussion of issues]," said Tee Parker, another
by Lan Huynh
The topic of the lecture, entitled the current situation of reservations committee member.
"500 Years After Columbus," is one and of the activist movement
The Rice Students' Speakers Fo- which Churchill has addressed exAs chairman ofthe Leonard Peltier
rum will mark the 500th anniversary tensively in his activist career. He Defense Committee, Churchill is an
of Columbus' landing with a presen- recently published an acclaimed pa- experton and has been asked specifitation by Ward Churchill, a promi- per entitled "Deconstructing the Co- cally to d iscuss the Peltier case, which
nent leader in the Native American lumbus Myth: Was the 'Great Dis- has become a symbol to Native Amerimovement Speaking Nov. 18 at 8 coverer' Italian or Spanish, Nazi or cans of governmental injustices.
•NOVEMBER PROJECT-OF-THE-MONTH (Sat., Nov. 14, 9 a.m. 1
p.m. in the Grand Hall, Churchill will Jew?"
Peltier, another AIM leader, was senp.m.): Volunteers are needed to prepare sandwiches and serve
discuss the adverse effects of the
According to Jeff McCrary of the tenced to life imprisonment for the
lunches to homeless families at the Star of Hope Shelter. Sign up
European conquest of America on Speakers Forum, "The article details alleged murder of two FBI agents on
with your college rep or call Henry Lai at 729-1543.
native tribal culture in the present as the mass murder and committed the Fine Ridge Reservation in 1975.
well as the past
genocide [of the European Many believe that the evidence u sed
•Focus on OUTReach (Mondays 3:45-5:15 p.m.): Through one-orv
Explained Liz Locke, a board invaders]...and compares Columbus' to convict him was fabricated by the
one tutoring, OUTReach volunteers encourage Jackson Middle
FBI,
and
the
human
rights
organizamember of the Speakers Forum, actions to those of [Nazi leader and
School students to study and stay in school. Meet in Wiess Outer
"Churchill is...involved in a number Gestapo chief] Heinrich Himmler." tion Amnesty International names
Commons. Contact Bill Fillbach at 630-8814.
of professional associations that adChurchill is also the winner of the Peltier a political prisoner of the
dress the concerns of both Native 1989 Gustavus Myers Award for his United States government
•Aerobics at Magnificat House (Saturdays 10:30-11:30 a.m.):
Americans and indigenous popula- book/4£«»to of Repression: The FBI's
Churchill's lecture will be preLindsay Fairtiurst and a group of Rice students lead an aerobic
tions worldwide."
Secret Wan Against the Black Pan- sented in conjunction with Unity
workout at the Magnificat House homeless shelter.
These include the Americans Be- ther Party and the American Indian Through Diversity week. Admission
fore Columbus Quincentennial Ac- Movement. In addition, Churchill, is free.
tion Association, the United Nations who is himself of Creek and Chero•Serving Thanksgiving to the Homeless (Thanksgiving Day 6 a.m-4
The Students' Speakers Forum
Working Group on Indigenous Popu- kee Metis descent, has written sev- will also host an address by Ada
p.m.): Volunteers needed anytime from 6 a.m. to 4 p.m. to set up,
lations, and the Center for World eral other books condemning the Edwards, founder and director of the
serve, and clean up at Jones Plaza downtown.
Indigenous Studies. He also serves mistreatment and oppression of Na- Ida Delaney Action Committee
as president of the Colorado chapter tive Americans.
against police brutality in the Hous•RSVP Booklets, which contain a complete listing of volunteer
of the American Indian Movement
McCrary
predicted
that ton area. Edwards will appear Nov.
opportunities, are out. Get one from your college rep!
(AIM) and is a professor of American Churchill's Columbus lecture would 19 at 8 p.m. in the Farnsworth PavilIndian Studies at the University of not be limited to historical analysis, ion.
For "more info about these or other volunteer opportunities,

Native American movement leader to
speak for Unity Through Diversity week

RSVP
Volunteer Opportunities

PIRG to sponsor world hunger banquet
by Amy Jeter
The organizers hoping to rejuvenate Rice's Public Interest Research
Group (PIRG) chapter will sponsor a
Hunger Banquet beginning at 5:30
p.m. Friday, Nov. 20, in the Lovett
College Commons.
The banquet, a dramatization of
the world's food distribution, will
benefit Oxfam, a nationwide nonprofitorganization dedicated to world
hunger. Revenue will come from volunteer donations, while the cost of
the meal itself will be covered in the
usual manner by Rice meal plans.
The activity will consist of a short
informative video and a dinner with
three different meal options representing the eating habits of First,
Second and Third World countries.
Guests eating as citizens of a First
World country, approximately 15
percent of those attending, will dine
on a full meal served by a waiter at a
properly set table. Second World citizens, comprising 25 percent of the
guests, will receive a meal of beans
and rice without the luxury of servers or a tablecloth The final 60 percent representing Third World countries, will be seated on the floor, eating rice and drinking water.
First World countries are defined
as industrial nations, Second World

countries as developing nations, and
Third World countries as undeveloped nations, according to Rice PIRG
co-organizer David Jaber.
Percentages used in the exercise
were takenfrompopulation statistics
provided by Oxfam.
Each guest's meal ticket will be
determined in a random selection
prior to the event Sign-up sheets for

'Most people are really
not aware of what can
be done [about world
hunger]. We're hoping
to wake people up.'
—Jennifer Alvarez
the 160 available spots are posted in
the eight colleges.
"We don't expect every person to
go out and be a voice for world hunger [after taking part in the banquet],
but we're hoping it will make an impact," said Hanszen sophomore Jennifer Alvarez, coordirator of the
event "Most people are really not
aware of what can be done [about
world hunger]. We're hoping to wake

people up."
Brown freshman Viji Annamalai
said, "I think it's a really good idea
because it gives students the opportunity to understand how people
other than themselves live." She continued, "It would make people more
aware because ifs closer to home.
You hear about it all of the time, but
when you actually experience it it
makes you stop and think twice."
The Rice Student Volunteer Program originated the idea for the banquet, proposing to hold the event in
conjunction with the Rice Environmental Club's "Trashed for a Week"
activity.
The banquet is Rice's PIRG
chapter'sfirstmajor project since the
organization was disbanded in the
1980s. The club still needs approval
from the Rice administration and the
student body in order for the group
to obtain official status as a Rice club
and as a PIRG affiliate.
Group plans for the remainder of
the year include a tentatively scheduled Fast-for-a-Night project and the
possible establishment of a permanent office at Rice.
"PIRG lobbies for consumer protection, product safety and environmental issues," said Alvarez. "The
main message [of the organization]
is that everybody has an individual
responsibility to democracy."

contact the RSVP office at 527-4970.

Crimestats
for the week ending Oct. 3 1
BUILDING
Chemistry

DATE
10/30

Fondren Library 1 0 / 3 1
Fondren Library 1 1 / 1

TIME
INCIDENT
0830-1030 Cart taken and
damaged.
2309
Doors to front of
library broken.
1400-1510 Purse taken from
study table.
INCIDENT
TIME
1000-1300 Locked bike taken
from rack.
Wallet missing
1500
either from
Sammy's or lost
on way back to
Jones.

COLLEGE
Sid Richardson

DATE
10/28

Jones

10/29

PARKING LOT
Lot A

TIME
INCIDENT
1530-1645 Radar detector
removed from
vehicle.
2358
Visitor with
10/30
shotgun in rack of
truck asked to
leave campus.
10/30-31 2200-0145 Wallet taken from
vehicle.

Stadium

Autry Court

DATE
10/26

NEWS

THE RICE THRESHER

NEWS IN BRIEF

World pumpkin tossing record broken
by Shala Phillips
Team hurls pumpkin 8 5 2 f e e t ;
wins world championship
Squash fell from the skies over a
Milton, Delaware cornfield as 10
teamscompeted forthetitJeofWorld
Champion Punkin' Chunker in the
seventh annual World Championship
Punkin' Chunkin' competition. The
competition, which originated seven
years ago in an attempt to get rid of
leftover Halloween pumpkins, drew

the originators of the event "They
can fall apart, fly apart, throw in the
wrong direction or just generally
misbehave."
No explosives were allowed—only
pumpkins which weighed between
eight and 10 pounds. Each team got
three throws.
This year's winner was awarded
$200 and atrophy, in addition to a full
year's bragging rights as World
Champion Punkin' Chunker.
"We were beat by a superior machine," said Ultimate Warrior designer Bill Thompson. "Next year
we'll be back bigger and take it back."
Source: The Daily Texan, Monday,
Nov. 9,1992.

THE HEDGES
a crowd of several thousand spectators.
The De-Terminator team set a new
record Saturday by hurling a pumpkin 852 feet. The fact that the pumpkin veered off course and splattered
in the crowd was overlooked in the
general jubilation that the pumpkin
toss had broken the record of 776
feet set in 1990 by the Ultimate Warrior team.
The team used torque provided
by a 1970 Chevrolet engine to win.
Other homemade contraptions
included Flipper, based on a crossbow-design, and a crude catapult
T h e s e aren't factory-made machines," said John Ellsworth, one of

Alcohol
FROM PAGE 1

times. If nothing is done, the court
can levy a fine on the host of the
party."
According to Roberts, fines
against the hosts of the private party
are ostensibly set at $10 for every
person who is outside the hosts' room
and in public, but he quickly admitted that "we can fine them $10 per
person, but we want to give the host
the benefit of the doubt before we
have to levy a punitive fine. It depends on how willing the host is to
work with us, how many people are
out there, and how bad the violations
are."
Ultimately, Wiess' college court
decides whether to levy a fine and for
how much based upon the circumstances of the particular infraction.
Roberts said that the students should
not see the college court as an adversary. "We are trying to raise host
awareness and responsibilit... We
don't want the court seen in a negative light."
Brown's Policy
Brown's new policy, enacted the
third week of October by agreement
of the college court executive cabinet and masters, conforms to the
other two colleges in that its primary
purpose is to reduce the number of
large, unregistered parties.
Although Brown has not had many
problems with the policy this semester, Brown President Stan Hsue felt
that some college policy concerning
alcohol was necessary in order to
avoid problems in the future.
Hsue said that "[W]e want to insure that we don't [have any problems in the future]. We would like to
encourage the hosts of private parties to register them. We decided to
set up this policy in case it did become a problem."
like the college courts at Wiess
and Lovett, "if the court [at Brown]
notices any violations, [it] mil give
the offender a warning," Hsue said.
"After that, [it] will give out fines like
you would have for violating rules at
Brown. Minimum violations, like for
a noise complaint, are $5. Fines [for
large, unregistered parties] are probably around $25."
Other College's Policies
Although an increased awareness
of the alcohol policy is present at

'Tummy Deities' leave cannabis plant on Brown campus
For the second time this year, a
two-foot tall home-grown marijuana
plant has been found near a Brown
University campus building.
A handwritten cardboard sign
stuck into the moist ground of the
garden outside the university's Environmental Studies department informed passers-by that "Forty-nine
percent of cancer doctors said they
would prescribe this herb to their
patients if it were legal." The message was signed, "The Tummy Deities."
The Brown Daily Herald Managing Editor Graeme Upper received
an anonymous phone tip about the
plant at approximately 8:45 p.m. on
the evening of Oct 17. The plant was
seen that evening in the open garden
area in plain view of the street
every college, none of the other five
has instituted policies that enable
the college court to fine students
caught violating the policy.
Jones President Kenny Herz
stated, "Hopefully we will be able to
police ourselves enough so that taking any drastic action won't be necessary."
Hanszen President Greg Hanson
said, "We have not taken huge steps
and I don't see us doing anything.
The students are policing themselves
and doing a good job."
Sid Richardson President Patrick
Good stated, "[The entire college]
had a mandatory floor meeting at the
beginning of the year...but there's
nothing special the college court has
done this year."
Will Rice has taken no drastic action other than to hold a mandatory
college meeting last month to discuss t h e implications of the
university's alcohol policy for the
college.
Baker President Mark Vital maintained that Baker, too, had few problems with violations and placed the
responsibility for upholding the
university's policy firmly on the student body. "The university as a whole
would not have these problems if the
students as a whole followed the
policy."
Stela Balderas, president of Will
Rice College, was unavailable for comment.
j The First Word in Security . . H
I The Final Word in Safety!
|
THE UNIVERSAL SAFETY
. LOCK Keep out anyone...Even if
• they have a key. When locked...
|
no one gets in!

The next day at 2 p.m., a Herald
photographer sent to take pictures of
the plant reported that it had been
removed from its resting place.
An officer on duty at Brown Police
and Security said that there had been
no formal report of the transplanted
marijuana made to police as of Oct.
20.

This is the second time this semester that a marijuana plant has
graced the front of a university building. The first incident which took
place in early September, involved
the placement of a three-foot plant in
front of University Hall. The placard
which accompanied that plant stated
that the plant had been donated "on
behalf of the class of 1996" by a group
calling itself "The Bellygods." The
identity of the Bellygods/Tummy
Deities remains unknown.
There are rumors of a link between the placement of the marijuana
plants and the alteration of various
signs in the Rockefeller Library which
have been changed to read T h a n k
you for pot smoking."
Source: The Brown Daily Herald,
Wednesday, Oct 21,1992.

Student reports being
touched at Fondren
A Rice student reported to police
that she was provocatively touched
at Fondren Library Oct 25.
"Basically, he swatted her on the
rear end," said Rice University Police
Department Chief Mary Voswinkel.
Voswinkel said RUPD contacted
the University of Houston—Downtown, which reported a man committing similar acts at that school. The
man's description matched thatgiven
by the Rice complainant, and RUPD
computer records showed he had
been "dealt with" earlier at Rice.
"We had handled the individual
for exhibiting himself in the library"
on previous occasions, Voswinkel
said. She said the suspect is a Houston resident but is not affiliated with
Rice.
Beth Shapiro, Fondren's head librarian , said Rice's charter mandates
that the library be open to the public.
Visitors who do not have Rice identification are required to sign in at the
front desk, but no one can be denied
access to Fondren.
"Our staff have taken an enormous amount of abuse" for asking
for IDs, Shapiro said. As a result the
library is developing a card-reader

system similar to those at other campus buildings, which is expected to
be in place by the summer.
The suspect, who has given police several different names, will be
charged with assault/unwanted
touching when RU PD determines his
correct name, Voswinkel said.
Streaking Grad House
resident charged with
disorderly conduct
Charges of disorderly conduct
were filed last Friday against a Rice
University student after he exposed
himself in the Graduate House.
According to campus police chief
Mary Voswinkel, fellow Graduate
House residents had complained
more than once about the student
being nude in the hallways. RUPD
officers had warned him to stay in his
room, but "by the fourth time it was
obvious he wasn't going to do that,"
Voswinkel said.
The charge could carry up to a
$200 fine. A court date has not yet
been set Neither Voswinkel nor Robert Patten, master of the Grad House,
would release the student's name.
—newsbriefs compiled by
Melissa Williams

FAIRFAX

HEALTHY MALES WANTED AS SEMEN DONORS:
Fairfax Cryobank needs healthy young men as semen donors: Excellent
compensation; Help Infertile Couples; Confidentiality Ensured; Ages
18 to 35; Located in the Texas Medical Center. Call 799-9937
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The btuz around Anderson HaN to
that at least one of Rice's administrative woee has been solved. The
archis are rumored to have settled
on a new dean, L A M

LAMP

from Sol-

ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
QUEEN OF THE VAMPIRES

Anne Rice returns with more on the nocturnal, lovable Lestat
BY

KARIN

KROSS

Arc. If the decision goes through,
Lamp WIN fill a position vacated
last December by ALAN BALFOUR, who left
to chair the Architectural Association In
London. More detail* soon.
Dynamvtt, whose members are senior
DAVE DGSQCUJER, sophomore Doua DILLAMAM

and Junior C H A D S H A W , aN from W W Rice,
wlH perform live on KTRU Friday night at
10 p.m. The Mike Gum, a UH band and
recent Loilapaioozer act, wiM follow at
midnight. Catch 'em on 91.7.
Get stoked for a lecture on Yugoslavia
and Balkan history tonight at the First
Unitarian Church. Conducted by Rice
history prof GAIL. STOKES, the discussion
may wander over to Serbia, the topic of
Stokes' latest book. 7:30 p.m. 5200
Fannin.
The 100 Days party for seniors will be
held at Dave and Buster's. The event is
being planned by such reknowned party
animals as

NED CRAMER, JACKIE C H U , T O M

MAODOX, ANOELO DIRECTO, P A M THOMAS, CEUA
F LORES and JEFF TAYLOR. They're promising

free game tokens!

A

Rice Writer's Reading: JANE CREIOHTON,

poet, essayist and Rice Ph.D. student,
will read at DiverseWorks with
HIUMAN NOV. 1 7 .

GRADY

Hllbnan, also a poet,

has also done extensive teaching and
anthologizing of juvenile and adult prisoners.

8

p.m.

228-0914.

If you like blood, horses and drama don't
forget to see Equua, Peter Shaffer's
psychological thrWer at the Urban Theater, Houston's newest professional act-

Just so you can take this review in the proper
perspective, let me make one point clear: I love
Anne Rice's books. And of all her characters, I
love the vampire Lestat de Lioncourt the most
Mesmeric, philosophical, and audacious (not to
mention sexually appealing), this "damnedest
creature" has won the hearts of many, and I must
confess that I'm one of the enraptured.
I was both disappointed and elated when I
finished The Queen of the Damned, the third
book of the Vampire Chronicles. Disappointed
because I felt the book wasn't up to the
standard set by the previous two books.
Elated because the of the note on the
last page: "The Vampire Chronicles
will continue."
And so they have. Lestat returns in
BS The Tale of the Body Thief, the latest
installment in Anne Rice's Vampire
Chronicles. He is wiser and a great deal
r v
more world-weary. The happy vampire
• 4
commune that The Queen of the
****** Damned ended with has disbanded, and
Lestat is once again on his own, his friends and
lovers scattered through the world as they wish.
Lestat's adventure begins when he is offered
the chance to switch bodies with a human-the
Body Thief-and thus become temporarily human
himself. Naturally it's not as simple as that, and it
isn't long before Lestat must fight to get his own
body back, and to keep his life.
The Tale of the Body Thief is a better book
than its immediate predecessor, The Queen of the
Damned, and more concerned with personal,
metaphysical drama, as were Interview with the
Vampire and The Vampire Lestat, the first two
books in the Chronicles.
As with the 1990 novel The Witching Hour,
Rice seems to have had an existentialist agenda
in writing what might otherwise have been an
onlate Gothic fiction. Lestat ponders questions
such as the nature of being a vampire, the
possibility of salvation, and the natures of good
and evil, questions frequently discussed in many
of Rice's books. The philosophy tends to come in
chunks; you have, for instance, several pages
worth of Lestat and his mortal friend David
Talbot (who proves to be a fascinating, pivotal
character in this novel) discussing the natures of

God and the Devil.
But there is action aplenty too, since, as
Lestat says himself, he is a man (or vampire) of
action; the "James Bond of vampires." Lestat's
switch into a powerless, human body provides
dilemmas both amusing and (for Lestat)
problematic.
And sex, which (since vampires can't have it)
was a sublimated pan of the previous three
novels, becomes another part of Lestat's
experience as a human; and as in many of Rice's
non-vampire novels, it's steamy.
The body-switching situation does become
slightly ludicrous at times, but if you're willing to
take it with as much credibility as you took, for
instance, the movie Big (a sort of yes-I-knowit's-impossible-and-a-little-ridiculous-but-I'mgoing-to-enjoy-it-anyway-dammit attitude), the
book remains enjoyable. Rice's cellular
explanations of supernatural phenomenon, first
explored in The Queen of the Damned and The
Witching Hour, are further discussed, making the
body-switching slightly more plausible.
Vampire fans, especially Anne Rice fans,
should be happy with this book. It's a return to
the more controlled single-character focus of
Interview and Lestat.. For those readers enamored of Lestat, such a focus on him is welcome.
It is possible for someone to read The Tale of

the Body Thief without having ever read the
previous three Vampire Chronicles, though it's
not recommended. The other books give this one
perspective and make it easier to fully understand.
Perhaps one of the best parts of the book is
the prologue, which is in part a recap of the
previous three books, in part a stage-setter for
this one, and in part a place where Rice-through
Lestat-addresses her critics directly.
Yes, Rice's style is florid and baroque
(though in my mind that's not really a flaw),
though perhaps it's not as even as it was in the
other books (one phrase that stands out rather
unpleasantly in my mind is Lestat saying, "I
hated this guy!").
In her use of the Gothic genre, Anne Rice is
able to explore several philosophical issues. But
unlike the dry, arid settings in which such issues
are usually dealt with, Rice uses the vampire
story to make the philosophy more interesting
and engaging to the reader. For longtime fans,
The Tale of the Body Thief is a rich, entertaining
return to the Rice's sensual world of vampires
and the supernatural.
ANNE RICE WILL SIGN BOOKS TUES, N O V . 1 7 , 7 - 9 P.M. AT
BRAZOS BOOKS, 2 4 2 1 BISSONNET, 7 - 9 P.M. ONLY THOSE
WHO BOUGHT THEIR COPY Of THE NEW BOOK AT BRAZOS WILL
BEL ALLOWED TO ATTEND (RECEIPT REQUIRED).

About the author.
8 Y

KARIN

KROSS

In her first novel, Interview with the Vampire,
Anne Rice alchemized the loss of her daughter
Michele to leukemia into a dark, sensual story of
Louis de Pointe du Lac, an 18th-century
Louisiana plantation owner turned vampire.
Rice's daughter was recreated in Claudia, a
beautiful little girl who is only five when she
"dies" and becomes a vampire. The villain of this
storf is the vampire Lestat, a handsome, blondhaired, gray-eyed vampire with few morals and
considerable charisma.
For Rice, the Gothic setting was a way for her
to write about what she knew: her alcoholic
mother, her Catholic upbringing, and her
daughter's death. "I was trying to get the
disparate elements of my experience into a

coherent whole. Somehow when I invented, or
went into, or became, that vampire, [Louis], it
worked." For Rice, the vampire represented a
multitude of elements; among them immortality,
sexuality, and alienation.
Though not a bestseller when first published
in hardcover, the paperback publication was an
event. Since then, Interview and the rest have
enjoyed considerable popularity.
Between the appearance of this and the
second book of the Vampire Chronicles, Rice
wrote The Feast of All Saints, about the gens de
coleur libre (free people of color) in 19th-century
New Orleans, and Cry to Heaven, about the
castrati singers of 18th-century Italy. She also
wrote five pseudonymous novels, including Exit
to Eden and the erotic Beauty trilogy.
SEE VAMPIRES, PACE 1 3

PSYCHODANCING

who will direct Baker Shake, and who

Jesus & Maiy Chain, the Levellers hit town this weekend

you may have seen on the cover of

THE JESUS A N D MARY CHAIN WITH CURV* AND SPIRITUALIZED

ing group. It's directed by

JAMES GALE,

Public Newa last week. In the old Heights
Theater through Dec. 5. $5 for students. 467-4119.

BY

Also at DivetmeWorks: The Blue Eustachian Tube, about one man's obsession
with poet FERDERICO GARCIA LLORCA. Through
Nov. 14. 8 p.m.
This Is your last weekend to catch
Danton'* Death, heralded by The New
York Timet as director

ROBERT WILSON'S

highest achievement At the Alley
tonight at 8, tomorrow at 4 and 9
p.m., Sunday at 2:30 and 7:30
p.m. 228-8421. At S10 for
student rush tickets, It's
a cheap opportunity to
see woridelass theater.
Ardent
conservationist Thomas McGuane will
be reading from his new novel Nothing
but Blue Sklea tonight at the Brazos
Bookstore. McGuane has eight books
under his belt, as weN aa a nomination
for the National Book Award. His works
have cool names, too, like The Bushwhacked Piano. Doors open at 8:30
p.m. 2 4 2 1 Bissonnet.

N o v . 1 3 , 8 : 3 0 P.M., $ 1 5 IN ADVANCE
THE UNICORN, 6 9 9 - 1 2 1 5

L I L L I A N

C H O

The Jesus and Mary Chain toured with the
Lollapalooza 2 festival this year. I was surprised
to see the audience's lack of interest in the band
at the Houston show. I think the band was too
alternative for the rest of the bill (with the
exception of Lush, which also didn't get much
attention).
I was a little disappointed at the crowd's
reaction because Jesus and Mary Chain put on a
great live show. Not only are they dynamic
rformers visually, with a great light show, but
their music just seems to fly
live. Their songs are 10
times more...everything, live.
The Mary Chains really drive
their music and crank the
volume for a gut-wrenching
show. And Honey's Dead,
their most recent album, is
definitely their best since
Psychocandy.
The Jesus and Mary
Chain is the creation of the
Reid brothers, Jim and William. They defined a
whole new genre in the world of pop music by
melding feedback and noise with Beach Boys
melodies. When the band emerged they were
dubbed "the new Sex Pistols." Their first album
Psychocandy was one of the most influential
records of the decade. The current British music
scene is totally an extension of the feedback/pop
trend created by the Reid brothers. Ride, My
Bloody Valentine, Swervcdriver and Revolver
are just a few of the bands that adopted the style
and look of the Mary Chain.
Honey's Dead combines all of their past

A U.K. band levels Fltzgeralds Sat
musical styles, combining the feedback-drenched
style of Psychocandy with the melancholy of
Darklands and the pop of Automatic. While the
Mary Chains used a drum machine on Automatic, the band uses a real drummer on Honey's
Dead, which accounts for its stiffer rhythm
section. The album is also more dance-oriented
than their past three projects.
The band was not allowed to play "Reverence," one of the singles off Honey's Dead, on
the BBC television show 'Top of the Pops"
because of its "blasphemous references to Jesus
Christ's crucifixion." This didn't stop the song
from making the Top 10 in Britain, and it
certainly didn't phase the band. In fact, it peeved
them. You can be sure that "Reverence" will be
one of the more dynamic songs performed live,
proof that the band will play and say whatever
they want. After the show you'll walk away
singing the lyrics to "Reverence": "I wanna die

just like Jesus Christ...I wanna die on a bed of
spikes."
LEVELLERS WITH NOTHING IN RETURN AND M E PHI M E
N o v . 1 4 , 9 P.M., $ 1 0 , $ 1 2 UNDER 2 1
FITZGERALD'S, 8 6 2 - 3 8 3 8

The Levellers? Who the heck are the
Levellers? If you are asking yourself this
question, don't worry. I was asking myself the
same thing when I first heard their single "One
Way" last year on an alternative radio station.
Needless to say, their single caught my attention
and soon this previously obscure band became a
household name for me. "One Way" was a neat
mix of violin and electric and acoustic instruments with a Celtic twist
Some of the Levellers' songs deal with issues
pertaining specifically to the U.K., such as
SEE LEVELLERS, PACE 1 3
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"tea cinema: Quite a bawdy

F » I little Houston premiere:

A Muppet movie for adults 'Marquis premieres on campus

Marquis (1991), acted by the
French anawer to the Muppets,

MARQUIS

TMtchet. The X-rated film gives us

TONIGHT AND N O V . 2 0 , 7 : 3 0 AND 9 : 3 0 P.M., $ 3

a variation on the story of the Marquis

RICE MEDIA CENTER, 5 2 7 - 4 8 5 3 , 1 8 AND OVER

de Sade through the eyee of barnyard
BY

KYLE

animals. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. See re-

H E N R Y

lated story.
'Talking phalluses?! Sodomizing lobsters?!
Hey, this isn't The Muppet Movie" I screamed as
the bovine coquette exposed her udders. Anyone
pining for another song about so many rainbows
and what's on the other side had better stay far
away from the Rice Media Center for the next
two weeks, where Roland Topor's outrageous
new film Marquis is premiering. Topor's
T616chats (puppets) are definitely not Jim
Henson's Muppets.
Poor Henson would flip in his grave if he
could see this X-rated puppet show about the life
and writings of the infamous Marquis de Sade.
Unlike cuddly, green, felt-lined Kermit, Topor's
T616chats are humans covered in latex, mechanical costumes, similar to those seen in Henson's
fantasy movie Dark Crystal. Even without Miss
Piggy, Topor's T616chats manage to pull off a
perversely amusing drama about human desire
and the French Revolution that is both disgusting
and entertaining.
Set in the Bastille just prior to the revolution,
Marquis has all the classic elements of a fairytale, plus a large dose of raunchy sex and
existentialism. Marquis, based on the Marquis de
Sade, is portrayed by a "sad-eyed spaniel" who
bides his time writing sordid tales to alleviate the
burning isolation of his phallus. His own world
collides with other revolutionary political
prisoners held in the Bastille when they embroil
him in an escape plot that involves ravishing a
male rat prison guard, Albert. What happens
between Albert, Marquis and a boiled lobster has
to be one of the grossest things I've ever seen
done with Muppets.
Throughout the film, Marquis and his phallus,
whom he calls Colin, converse about the nature
of love and batde for the control of Marquis'

@@®[D ©IHf Yee, the time has come
again for Hanszen Musical Theater. This
year It's Stephen Sondheim's Into the
Woods, so don't forget your can of Off!
Through Saturday and Nov. 19-21. 8
p.m. $3 Rice, $4 non-Rice. Hanszen
Commons, 527-4024.
RICE

vens. Through Saturday, 8 p.m. Hamman
Halt, 527-4040.

Jim Henson would flip In his gravel f he saw this Muppet-esq ue version of the Marquis de Sade.

body. Colin always seems to be sprouting up
(two feet) at inopportune moments, spoiling the
Marquis' chance to live a virtuous life of
contemplation. Marquis decries his phallus as "a
crime committed by nature" when Colin
demands he mount a jagged crack in the prison
cell wall. Eventually, the Marquis is able to
separate himself from his penis, but only after
many "trials."
Along with Marquis, the Bastille is populated
by many other creatures, including "a masochistic rooster who gets serviced by a whip-wielding
revolutionary filly named Juliette; a libertine
Jesuit camel; a rat-faced turkey "begging to be
ravished;"the fetchingly bovine Justine and
Piganou, a pig imprisioned for illegal pork
trafficking." The anthropomorphic animals
capture the decadence of the period, but our
response to their acts is usually one of amusement rather than shock. The sight of fornicating

chickens and sodomizing cows is just silly!
Marquis has become some what of a cult
feature since its release in 1991, selling out
college and art-house cinemas around the
country. Besides strange puppets, the film also
features several bizarre claymation animated
sequences, including a spider that turns into a
dancing wheel of legs and a man being split open
by a ram. Technically, the film is quite a visual
feast, and when coupled with its bizarre subject
matter, it can produce surprisingly emotion jolts.
Like many French imports though, Marquis takes
itself too seriously at times. 1 kept being annoyed
by Colin's existential rhetoric. 1 mean, how
seriously can you take philosophical insights
coming from a talking penis?!
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man director R.W. Fassbinder

films by Ger-

and actress Hannah Schygulla: The Marriage of Maria Braun (1978), 7:30 p.m.,
and The Bitter Tears of Petra von Kant
(1972) at 9:40.
RICE PLAYERS:

Last night of Hamlet, 8

p.m.

4 ^

SUN

RICE CINEMA:

Pasolini's TheGos

pel According to Matthew

(1964), which the director said was
directly inspired by scripture. A 30minute look at his search for sacred
sites wHi follow the film. 7:30 p.m.

This film is definitely not for the prudish, but
like a really good John Waters movie, it's
disgusting outrageousness can produce waves of
camp pleasure.

SHEPHERD

SCHOOL

FACULTY

RECITAL:

The

Fischer Duo. Norman Fischer on cello,
and pianist Jeanne Kierman. 8 p.m.
Duncan Recital Hall. Free.

Take a revisionist romp Into the Woods' at Hanszen
INTO ME WOODS
TONIICHT, SAT., N O V . 1 9 - 2 1 , 8 P.M., $ 3 STUDENTS
HANSZEN COMMONS, 5 2 7 - 4 0 2 4

S T A N

by William

Shakespeare; directed by Sandy Ha-

LITTLE RED AND SAFE SEX

BY

Hamlet

PLAYERS:

H S U E

Into the woods to bring some bread
To Granny who is sick in bed.
Never can tell what lies ahead,
For all that I know, she's already dead.
With the narrator's familiar words "Once
upon a time," and a few notes of a simple nursery
rhyme melody, Into the Woods begins its
refreshingly revisionist romp into a playful world
that challenges tradition with both wit and heart.
Hanszen College continues its tradition of strong
musical theater with perhaps the best musical to
hit this campus since its 1990 production of
Sweeney Todd. Hanszen should be lauded not
only for bringing such a frighteningly complex
show to campus but also for succeeding with
spirit and ease.

Stephen Sondheim's Into the Woods is a
captivatingly clever and endearing rewriting of
fairy tales that combines old-world values with
modern-day sensibilities, Sondheim creates a
world where absolutes have been washed away in
a sea of modernism: princes can be lecherous,
witches can be good, and no one lives happily
ever after.
Sondheim's masterful lyrics use wordplay
along with tongue-tripping rhymes and rhythms
to titillate both the ear and the mind. Sometimes
accused of being unable to write a tune,
Sondheim proves his critics wrong with a rich
and memorable score. The witty and fast-paced
book by James Lapine escapes the standard fillerbetween-dance-numbers routine. The interaction
between the text and music is admirable; the
musical numbers propel the plot while adding to
our understanding of the characters. The songs
are so tightly bound into the text of the musical
that you might never hear them out of context,
say at your favorite karaoke bar.
The story begins with the narrator (Glenn

- w:<

The Wolf (Joe Fowler) tries to seduce Little Red (Ashley Ule) off the safe path.

Levy) unfolding the tale of the characters.
Cinderella (Susan Galloway), Jack (Paul Neal)
and Little Red Ridinghood (Ashley Lile) all
begin their standard story lines, but soon become
entangled in the central plot involving a Baker
and his wife (Alan Green and Mary Ann
McKibben) and their attempt to remove a curse
placed upon them by the witch next door (Lara
Bruckmann).
A great deal of humor emerges from the first
act with Sondheim's lyrics, from the witch's
hilarious veggie rap to Little Red Ridinghood's
expoundings upon safe sex; Do not put your faith
in a cape and a hoodlthey will not protect you the
way that they should.
While the act is buoyantly light hearted, the
darker second act steps up the emotional
intensity, especially when cast members begin to
die left and right. Near the conclusion, the
musical almost slips into a bit of soupy sentiment
with "No One is Alone." But the second act gives
a vital solid heart to the musical.
The performance of the entire cast is
consistent in quality throughout the long
production, and director Laura Whittington
deserves credit for fine overall performances.
The ensemble numbers "Ever After" and the
finale are perhaps the most enjoyable and
powerful parts of the musical because of the
cast's deft handling of the tricky score.
Unfortunately, some lines and good moments
of humor do get lost, mostly because of timing
problems and at times a lack of clarity and
projection. Some of the problem might be
attributed to the orchestra directed by Jonathan
Gunn. Although very adept at maintaining the
crucial pace of the musical, the group seemed
less able to adjust to the power of individual's
voices, and was somewhat obtrusive at times.
Most impressive among talented cast Ls
Green, who is truly marvelous as the Baker. His
vocal and acting abilities give an original spark
and natural charm to this character that becomes
the focal point of the show. McKibben, although
less vocally commanding than her hubby, is
equally convincing as a housewife struggling to
pull her husband out of the 15 th century.
Galloway performs a charmingly clumsy
SEE W O O D S , PACE 1 4
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REAL ISSUES: War

Against Differ

M o N ences. 9 p.m., Sammy's.
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COFFEHOUSE:

Celebrating Unity

T U E through Diversity Week. On the
dulcimer it's Stephen Peterson, and
Noemi Dominguez wiHreadpoetry. Also,
Amnesty International.

"J

SHEPHERD SCHOOL FACULTY RECITAL:

W E D Csaba Erdeiyi, viola. 8 p.m.
Duncan Recital Hall. Free.
"FEMINISM AND POST-MODERNISM

in Contem-

porary Film Nohr," a talk by USC's Roger
Simon. 7 p.m., Media Center.
® ® @ ®

©BTF

COFFEEHOUSE:

The Unity

through Diversity Week Musical Extravaganza: The G-Men, Stela Balderas,
Gabriel la Frank, Heidi Mouie and Gil
Saldivar.
©STf It's Syzygyl a conT H u cert of new music at Rice. 8
p.m. Stude Concert Had. Free.
®@@® StlTF Rice Dance Theater's fall
concert. Through Sat., 8 p.m., at the
gym. $4.
COFFEEHOUSE:

On sitar, tabia, tambora:

David and Chandrakantha Courtney and
Srinira Komounduri.
Recent Color Photographs by Stephen
Scheer, a master of double exposures,
are on view at the Media Center until
Dec. 5.

ft
Go look at Texas Folk Art at the Sew all
Art Gallery. When you come back, give
ue your definition of folk art, and we'll
compare notes. Through Dec. 12.

9
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ill Rice

li W i l l i I The College of
II i l i U M

ITIV VI III Individuals

Rice University began at
Will Rice. On Oct. 12, 1912,
the procession for the
opening ceremonies started
at South Hall, now the old
dorm of Will Rice.
When it became an official
college, Will Rice proclaimed itself "The College
of Individuals."
Since then, part of the
new wing has proclaimed its
separatist intentions by
designating itself as Albert
Patrick College, after the

iliess
Il 11*111

We'll Leave the
m f f l "Light On For You
"The promotion and
preservation of the more
humane and gentlemanly
values which can characterize communal living" were
the goals for Wiess College
expressed in the "Wiess
College Plan and Perspective" in March 1964. Almost
30 years later, Wiess is home
of the "humane" ubangee

FEATURE
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traitorous valet of our
founder.
Will Rice residents may
value individuality, but they
have been known to congregate in large groups of friends
in their centrally located
quad and commons. Will
Rice's first female president
Stela Balderas believes that
the central location of the
commons unifies the college.
The commons forms the
bottom of a U, and the quad
fills the inside of the U.
Part of the quad is a paved
patio with benches and
tables. The patio is unique to
Will Rice and often distracting to its more seriously

minded residents who are
tempted to fritter away their
time here.
Residents can commiserate with George Bush by
participating in a game of
horseshoes at their horseshoe
pit—surely one of the few on
campus.
Another outdoor feature of
Will Rice is its sundecks.
Residents used to sunbathe
in the nude upon these
decks. Once, sunbathers
spelled out "WRC" on top of
the commons while a
student pilot flew over the
building taking a picture.
William Rice would have
been proud.

and the "gentlemanly"
Viking table, not to mention
the ultimate experience of
"communal living"—NOD.
Built to house the flood of
students after World War II,
Wiess still presents the same
face to the rest of the campus
as it did upon its completion
in 1950. It is affectionately
regarded as "Motel Wiess" by
its inhabitants, since all of its
rooms open to the outside,
much like the rooms of some
of the more economical
lodgings along American

highways. Instead of parking
lots, the rooms of Wiess open
onto more aesthetically
pleasing grassy areas known
as the main "Acabowl" and
the lesser "Backabowl."
These areas have become the
centers of many recreational
activities.
For two decades, Wiess
consisted only of roadsidemotel-like rooms, a small
lounge, an office, and a
laundry room. It was purely
functional. In many ways,
Wiess is still very utilitarian.
Its relatively
new commons
is starkly
simple.
Wiess
president Dave
Roberts
concedes that
Wiess' commons is not the
most impressive on campus.
The openness of
Wiess' commons helps to
make it the
noisiest on
campus on any
given day.
Residents of
Wiess feel little
compulsion to
keep the place
clean and are
not ashamed of
their animal
house reputation—the '64
« planners would
i§ have been
•S shocked.

&

Riot proof Lovett is better known as the toaster for its waffle pattern.

ovett
Learning to Cope
in a Toaster
Edgar Odell Lovett
College is known by many
fond names, including "the
burning toaster", for the
distinctive brick grating that
completely covers three of its
six floors. The grating was
originally present to make
Lovett a riot-proof college in
the late 1960s.
Some Lovett students try
to regard the grating as more
of an open wall. "It has
nothing to do with riots. It's
all for air circulation," said
senior Christina Borland.
Most rooms at Lovett are
suites of two doubles
connected by a bathroom.
There are also some singles
and a couple of doubles with
their own bathrooms. Each
room opens onto an exterior
hallway that encircles the
entire floor. The first floor is
grating-free and the sixth
floor is not entirely covered
by the grating.
The main oddity about the
residential setup at Lovett,
said senior Mimi Cho, is that

"the doors open to the
outside, so there's no
common area or lobby on
each floor." She added, "You
know people on your floor
anyway, even though the
doors are like that." Borland,
on the other hand, said the
reason people know the
others on their floor is
"especially because the doors
open to the outside. You can
prop the door open and let
the air come through the

'Everyone wants
to get out of the
grating/
rooms, and people come by
to talk."
The grating gives rise to
two types of floors: those
behind it and those that are
not. "Everyone wants to get
out of the grating," Cho said,
although she and the others
who have lived behind it try
to find something good about
it. "One nice thing is that
you can play ball behind the
grating and you won't have
to worry about your ball
falling off your floor," said
Cho.
When Lovett was given a

money this summer for
modular furniture and
renovations to replace the
buildups, says Cho, students
were wondering if it was
enough money to remove the
grating instead.
The Lovett commons is
separate from the actual
residential college. As for its
relationship to the character
of Lovett, "there's not really
one," says Cho. "It's not as
smelly as Wiess," said
Borland, for the sole connection she sees between the
college and the commons.
"It's not a common place
to hang out," Cho added,
attributing this to the lack of
a television or pool table in
the commons. "The secondfloor balcony is probably the
most common hangout," said
Cho.
Students can also climb
onto the roof of the commons from the second-floor
balcony, where many people
tan in warm weather. A
television, pool table, and
ping-pong table are all
located in the basement in a
room known as Lyles.
According to Cho and
Borland, "we try to do with
what we have."

anszen

No Longer
Uncollege

Harrv Clay Hansze
College may mirror it
slightly older sibling,
Rice College, in struci
and location, but the 1
should not be confuse
twins.
Hanszen contains t
residential divisions, 1
as the old and new se
5 Each floor of the old s
has a long hallway rui
Etchings of student life decorate the Hanszen commons exterior.

HI

aker
A Touch of the

Ivy League
Think back
to your senior
year of high school and your
campus visit to Rice.
Through which college did
your student guide take you?
No doubt you visited Baker,
with its high, raftered
ceilings and wood-paneled
walls. As Mark Vital, Baker's
president, said, "Baker is
consistent with the image
Rice wants to convey."
Baker's architecture is oldschool grandiose with a little
touch of home. Its commons
attracts people from all
colleges. Most students like
to hang out here because it's
centrally located. Unlike
some of the other commons
around campus, Baker's is
spacious, sunny, and carpeted.

IP

A first glance at the Baker
residential area reveals a
conglomeration of different
room sizes and styles. While
the new wing has uniform
quads, the old wing consists
of singles, doubles, triples,
balconies and outdoor
staircases.
Outside, Baker residents
make good use of their quad.
The quad invites the continuous playing of a variety
of sports. The large, grassy
square is surrounded on three
sides by walls, and only
Allen Center occupies the
fourth side, making the quad
Baker's own private sports
field.
Maybe as you walked by
there on your initial tour of
Rice, your guide pointed out
a spontaneous rugby game—
an activity truly in keeping
with Baker's emulation of
the old school image.

The Wiess loft rests up

ones
Uniting North and
South

"You live in Jones? Isn't it
a pain living way over
there?" Who really does want
to trek across Virgin's Walk
several times a day? Well,
Jones residents don't seem to
mind. Their location allows
everyone (except for a couple
of unlucky freshmen) to
enjoy the benefits of a college
parking space.
Students at Jones tend to
steer away from their
commons except when
dining or watching television. It is dark and conducive
neither to studying nor
socializing. Instead, residents
of Jones congregate in the
individual floor lobbies, each
of which has its own personality. These floor personalities are a more positive
influence on the college than
the stereotypes which have
existed in the past of the two
separate buildings which
constitute Jones, North and
South. Before random
assignment of freshmen
began a few years ago, the
North/South barrier between
studiers and partiers was
almost uncrossable. Interaction between the two
buildings was uncommon.
Today, says Jones' president
Kenny Herz, that division
has been reduced greatly.
Yes, Third South is still
famed for its Shut Up and
Drink! and Heaven and Hell
parties, however, Jones is
still a unified college despite
its separate buildings.
Herz believes that the
"Isle," a new outdoor facility
at Jones has and will continue to enhance unity at
Jones. Named for Walter Isle,
the master at Jones for ten
years until his retirement
last year, the "Isle" boasts
the biggest volleyball pit on
campus and will soon feature
picnic tables and a sundeck.

RCHJT]
and Collbg*

The Eight Fejce

by Margaret Barry and 1
Could you ever imagine what life at Rice
would be like without such fixtures as Lovett
the Giant Toaster or Motel Wiess? To the
males who complain about the ratio, what
about a Rice without any females living on
campus? For most of us, Rice would not be
worthwhile without the eight coed residential
colleges. Each college possesses a distinctive
personality embodied in its institutions and
traditions, from Tabletop Theater to Tower
Party. Many of these traditions are derived
from the architectural designs and idiosyncrasies of the colleges.
The first three residence halls were solely
for male occupation. One commons, located
behind South Hall, served all three dormitories. This lasted until the early 1950s, when
"the trustees, recognizing that student life and
morale at Rice were not meeting the standards
to which the Institute otherwise aspired,
began...to investigate the possibility of a college system," wrote Rice History Professor
John B. Boles, in his latest book, A University
So Conceived: A Brief History of Rice. A decision was made to expand the size of the Institute, and with it, the residence halls.
The three older halls and the newer Wiess
Hall were transformed into four men's colleges. Each college would feature a dining hall,
a detached house for a "master," apartments for at least two resident
single faculty, rooms for study
and games, and liv-
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No Longer the
{Uncollege
arrv Clay Hanszen
ege may mirror its
itly older sibling, Will
College, in structure
location, but the two
tld not be confused for
s.
hanszen contains two
lential divisions, known
le old and new sections,
i floor of the old section
i long hallway running
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down the middle, with
double and triple occupancy
rooms and a communal

a suite connected by a double
bathroom.
The different living

up, it's not as easy to meet
people as it is at Sid or
Brown."
The Hanszen quad serves
as a general meeting place for
the whole college, says
Chow, as people sit outside
on benches or on the swing.
"Stairwell parties" are not
uncommon either, she adds.
The commons plays an
arrangements bring about
integral role in bringing the
different relationships
two halves of Hanszen
between residents. According
together. It bridges the gap
to sophomore and newbetween the old and new
section resident Janice Chow,
section. This was never more
"Because of how we're set
visible than when it burned
down in the 1970s, and
Hanszen students were
forced to eat at other colleges
until it could be rebuilt.
During this period other
colleges began calling
Hanszen the "Uncollege"
because of its visible lack of
unity.
Despite the appearance of
two colleges in one at
Hanszen, the college is
unified on certain occasions.
For example, the college's
large, fiercely competitive
intramural teams, composed
of men and women from
both sections of Hanszen,
have extensive winning
records. This might be an
indication that Hanszen
| College has found a way to
£ overcome its big architectural and historical hurdles
=* in the quest for college unity.

Hanszen was never more the
'uncollege' than when its commons burned down in the 1970s.
bathroom. The new section
consists of eight or ten
member suites, with four or
five people sharing two
bedrooms and a living area,
and two such groups forming

Wiess loft rests up the stairs and high above the din of the noisy commons.
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Margaret Root Brown
College is quietly tucked
away behind the President's
House, far from all colleges
except Jones. This relative
isolation has built an
atmosphere of "family"
around the residents of
Brown, according to college
president Stan Hsue. The
out-of-the-way location
"helps towards a feeling of
community," he added.
This

pool table, foosball, and a
television set. "Thursdays at
7 p.m., the lobby is packed,"
said Hsue. "Watching 'The
Simpsons' is a weekly college
event."
Another gathering place
on each floor is the study
lobby, which, he admitted,
"isn't always used for just
studying." The lobbies
promote floor unity and
have given each floor its own
personality.
The commons does not
seem to play a big role in
shaping Brown. A dimly lit
room featuring round tables,
the
commons
is "noth1
ing more
than
functional—it
has no special qualities. We
like it, though," he said.
Above all, what sets
Brown apart as a college, said
Hsue, is that in structure, "in
general, Brown is extremely
contained, not spread out
like a lot of the others....
People notice that Brown is
easygoing. There aren't
rivalries or inter-college
tensions to worry about."
Hsue added, "Brown people
tend to stick together a little
more."

closeness is 'Brown people tend

enhanced by
. _
the basic
living
arrange
ments at
Brown.
ing space for about 220 students from all classes
The college has seven
and all majors. The colleges would be self- residence floors atop a
governing bodies with their own student offic- commons and lobby area.
ers.
Each floor is coed and has
N e w wings were added to three original one large communal bathdorms which were subsequently renamed Will room in the middle, surRice (in honor of the founder's nephew), James rounded by rooms with doors
A. Baker, and Harry C. Hanszen colleges, in that open on a hallway. One
honor of prominent benefactors. At the same end of each floor features a
time, financier Jesse H. Jones donated the money kitchen, and the other houses
for a women's college to be named after his wife, a study lobby.
Mary Gibbs Jones.
The main hangout for the
This college would be prudently located on college as a whole is the firstthe other side of campus away from the men's floor lobby, which contains a
residences. As the number of students enrolled
grew, Margaret Root Brown College was built in
1965, followed by Edgar Odell Lovett College in
1968 and Sid W. Richardson College in 1971.
The first colleges to become coed were Baker
and Hanszen in 1973, followed by the rest over
a 15-year span.
"The colleges slowly gained separate identities that set them apart from one another,"
noted Boles.
Each college today maintains its own distinct personality. Granted, some have more
distinct personality than others but, on the
whole, the residential college system makes life
on campus bearable. Here we have spelled out
t he personality of each college according to its
physical structure and comments from some of
its residents.

I
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to stick together a
little more/
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Phallic Sid stands seven split-level floors above Rice.
divided into two levels. Each
floor is of identical design,
and the layouts of the rooms
are all approximately the
same.
A standard Sid room,
The phallic appearance of
called a corner suite, consists
Sid Richardson College is not
of two doubles with a
immediately evident to those
bathroom. Some rooms,
of purer mind, who simply
reserved expressly for
see a tall (by Rice standards)
freshmen, are known as
building with box-like
'vator suites, with only one
projections. Sid residents,
window per room but two
however, take a perverse
separate half bathrooms.
pride in not only the height,
but the Freudian implicaSid's tail stature assists its
tions of such a structure.
residents in a skill known as
"Sid is kind of phallic,"
'gazilching', which involves
admitted college president
launching projectiles with a
slingshot-type
apparatus
made of
Richardson
surgical
wnat
i
i
tubing. After
several broken
windows and
a main
more comartery," an
plaints,
area that
all its residents have to travel gazilching was outlawed, but
Sid residents still use their
through to and from classes.
height advantage for a
He cited this as a reason why
somewhat less harmful
it is "pretty easy to meet
pastime: douching.
people" at Sid. "You walk in
Sid's largest social event is
the front door, and you're on
derived from its structure.
the main floor, with the
The annual Tower Party
commons, the TV lounge,
makes use of the different
and the O C lounge, which
floors to express different
people use as a sleeping area
variations on a theme and
during the day. The 'vators
opens up the whole building
connect the entire residential
for the party, instead of
area/' said Good. He added,
holding it in the commons
"We ride the 'vators together,
and floor lobby, as is done for
get jacked on the 'vators
other Sid parties.
together, get stuck on the
The Sid Commons plays a
'vators together...."
supporting role in the
The college has seven
college's boisterous characfloors and a basement. Each
ter, as "basically, a lot of
of the upper six floors is
things can happen to
this commons and
not hurt it," said
Good, grinning.
Sid has a special
recreational area,
known as the
Country Club,
which features a
sand volleyball
court, picnic tables,
swings, and grills.
However, it is not a
major col lege-wide
hangout, because,
Good said, "it's kind
of on the side, and
people don't have to
walk through it
m u c h . We don't
have a main quad
ike other colleges

•eM

id Rich
Death From
Above

Good*

'We ride the Vators
together,... get
Good caiis stuck on the
Vators together../

Brown boasts one of the most comfortable, if not well shelved, private dining roortis (FOR).
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NUNSENSE

Find spiritual rest, relaxation, introspection at secluded local convent retreat
BY

TERZAH

E W I N C

Sometimes getting away doesn't
mean merely leaving town or taking a
break from work. Sometimes getting
away means escaping altogether from
worldly concerns and situations.
Sometimes it's easy for us to forget
that
simplicity
and quiet
contemplation—a gallery of rocking chairs
facing a little garden, a ramble through
a muddy stretch of woods—often can
do more for the soul and body than a
soporific hour by the pool or in the hot
tub.
Of course, the pool and the
contemplation are not necessarily
mutually exclusive. At the Ruah
Center, a retreat ministry run by
Houston's Sisters of Charity of the
Incarnate Word, you can follow an
hour of silence with an hour of
swimming. You can go to church in
the morning and in the afternoon have
a massage ("the ministry of the laying
on of hands").
You can sit by the stereo and listen
to hymns and classical music and later
walk the length and breadth of the
convent's extensive grounds. There
are candles and manuals on meditation; there arc oak trees and icons,
surprising little grottos and mossy
flagstone paths.
The place has a charm and mystery
w hich are uniquely Catholic, but more
important than that, it has real
spirituality. And you don't have to be
Catholic to go there.
' T h e only thing we ask of people
who come to Ruah is that they be
seeking stillness and peace for their
spirit," said the center's director, Sister

ttRPpino*

Adeline.
The Hebrew word "ruah,"
according an informational brochure,
loosely translates as "wind" or "breath
of life force" and is represented by a
circle, which in Eastern cultures
symbolizes enlightenment and in
Western cultures symbolizes God and
the universe.
That interpretation of the circle
typifies the open-minded atmosphere
at the Ruah Center. Plants line the
halls of the spacious old buildings.
Cans and paper are recycled. Framed
quotations remind you of the good
things in this life as well as the next.
On one wall in the meditation room
hangs a verse from the Hindu
Upanishads: "Om is the imperishable
syllable, the past, the present, and the
future."
I tried to do a little bit of everything on the rainy Sunday I spent at
the Ruah Center. On my arrival. Sister
Adeline assigned me a bedroom to
use for the day (longer, overnight
retreats are possible) and gave me a
quick tour of the center.
I had full access to the oratory, a
sunfilled room designed for quiet
prayer ("You can sit on the chairs or
the cushions on the floor; it doesn't
matter," said Sister Adeline) and the
meditation room, a dim, cozy space
filled with easy chairs separated into
private nooks by Oriental screens, its
walls lined with books and records. I
was left on my own to discover the
chapel, which boasted traditional
stained glass and a choir loft with an
organ.
But 1 spent the bulk of my time
exploring the grounds. Beginning
with a stroll through the convent
cemetery, a orderly mowed space
tucked into a stand of wild, unkempt

m

A Hansel and Gretel-esque c o t t a g e In the woods behind t h e main compound at the Ruah Center.

woods, 1 then passed into the woods
themselves. The rushing sound of cars
from the nearby interstate seemed out
of place in that green world without
roads. 1 occasionally discovered a
bench facing a tall oak tree or a
falling-down gazebo. Wooden crosses,
fragile and haphazardly nailed
together, often sprang up along the
paths, looking more like they'd grown
there than been planted.
1 also discovered a hermitage, for
two of the sisters actually live as
hermits apart from the main body of
the convent. Once as I was walking
by, one of them started to open the
front door, then ducked back inside at
the sight of me. I continued on as if I
hadn't seen her. Respect for the
privacy of others is of the utmost
importance at Ruah.

Of course, if peace and quiet are
not your only needs, if you want
guidance for a specific problem or just
to air your general angst, spiritual
directors are available to talk with you
and help you map out your stay at the
center.
Most of the people who are at
Ruah are there to be alone and quiet,
so if you go, don't bring a rowdy
crowd with you, and don't merely go
out of curiosity. The sisters are shy
and discreet, but their air of serenity is
refreshing should you speak to them. It
isn't necessary to take anything with

INVITES YOU T O A T T E N D

THE

FOURTH ANNUAL
RETREAT

LEADERSHIP

O p e n to all officers a n d a s p i r i n g leaders of clubs,
o r g a n i z a t i o n s , a n d colleges.
Leave Friday Jan 15, and r e t u r n S u n d a y Jan 17.
G o o d folk, good food, good fun!
Space is limited, so m a r k y o u r c a l e n d a r s n o w a n d a p p l y
early.
Pick u p a n d fill out the application f o r m in the
Office of S t u d e n t Activities, RMC Cloisters. Call Sarah at
ext. 4097 or Bill at 630-8522 for m o r e information.
F o r m s m u s t be t u r n e d in before N o v e m b e r 25.*

RUAH CENTER, 9 2 8 - 6 0 5 3
6510

LAWNDALE AVE.

ARRANGE STAYS BY APPOINTMENT

POETIC LEGUMES

Eat cheap at the Taqueria
BY

THE OFFICE OF STUDENT
ACTIVITIES

you, although a notebook may come in
handy. All meals are provided buffet
style and are eaten in a private retreat
dining room stocked with cookies,
soda, and hot tea. There is no fee,
though a contribution within your
means is appreciated.
And before you leave, be sure to sit
outside for a while, either in the woods
or on one of the rocking chairs on the
back porch. Sunset is a good time. But
then, all times are good at Ruah.

JILL

S A L O M O N

Have you been looking for the
perfect Mexican restaurant? One that
offers strange animal parts as
delicacies and doesn't have a 99tf
margarita special for the
Americans? Well, this is it.
The Taqueria La Tapita
makes me long for San
Antonio where restaurants
like this turn up on every
corner. The food is good and
greasy, the staff speaks
minimal English and the
jukebox offers only Spanishlanguage music, except for a couple of
country tunes and some Skynyrd.
On the table lies a bowl of spicy
jalapefto marinated vegetables (no idea
how long they've been in that same
bowl on the table, though), two good
containers of hot sauce and warm,
homemade chips.
Order the quesadillas plate. For
only $4.50, you get two quesadilla
J~~The First Word in Security ..7^
I
The Final Word in Safety!
|
THE UNIVERSAL SAFETY
I LOCK Keep out anyone...Even if
' they have a key. When locked...
|
no one gets in!
ASIASYAJ 1

| Only $4.95 plus $1.25 Postage
.
and Handling each
I
ORDER 1 FOR HOME...
I
1 TO CARRY...
I
1 FOR A FRIEND...
Send QCheck QMoney Order to:
Universal Safety Lock, Inc.
4400 W. Airport Blvd. #508
Houston, TX 77071

I
IName
| Address
j City/State/Zip

filled with chicken, pork, or beef, and
all have lots more good stuff,
especially refried beans. The beans by
themselves nearly inspired me to write
poetry. These are not the dried-up,
flavorless Two Pesos variety. They're
rich and hot and not for the weak at
heart or the vegetarian. No doubt that
lard went into their making.
The enchiladas are similarly tasty.
We tried the fajita enchiladas, but we
couldn't finish; they were just too big.
This restaurant also offers torta, the
original Mexican sandwich. No fajita
pitas here. All sandwiches come on a
crusty roll and include cool fillings
like beef brains and tongue. (One
companion complained that there were
too many brains on the menu
altogether.) Don't be disheartened, you
can also get chicken, fajitas and even
shrimp in the roll.
We tried the queso flameado,
skeptical that it wouldn't match the
version at the all-night taquerias in
Mexico but were pleasantly surprised.
The chorizo that came with it was
good and spicy and the cheese was
melted perfectly. You can also order
flameado with fajita meat, vegetables
or shrimp. We had it as an appetizer,
but you could easily have it as a whole
meal for only $3.25.
Unfortunately, the burritos were
not quite up to par. Served in Burrito
Hell style, they're really cheap ($2.50)
and sized for a whole inner.
Unfortunately, they're tasteless. We
tried three varieties, but the magic
wasn't there.
The tacos a la carte offer the same
fillings as the kiosk in the Mexico City
bus terminal. As far as authenticity
goes, they also serve menudo (beef
tripe soup) and cabrito (sweet
rotisserie goat) on weekends only.
Breakfast is served all day, too.
For those of you who think
ChiChi's is exotic cuisine, this
restaurant might change your mind.
TAQUERIA LA TAPITA, 5 2 1 - 3 1 4 4
1749

J

RICHMOND AVE.

O P E N EVERY DAY, 8 A . M - 2 A . M .

o
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ANCIENT TURKISH SECRET

Crash W)iship creates religious experience at revamped, gentrified Axiom
BY

BOOTH

BABCOCK

"God has been here. Put that in
your article." A friend used that
statement to describe the performance
of Crash Worship at Catal Hiiyiik
Saturday night—a pretty auspicious
beginning for Houston's newest music
venue. Only alive six days, the club
presented dazed concert goers with
what must be the most amazing live
perfoimance of the year in Houston.
Catal Hiiyiik occupies the
warehouse that previously was home
to the Axiom. Anyone associated with
the Houston underground music scene
must harbor a warm spot for the old
Axiom, which was for so long the
city's only spot for truly alternative
music. The club would book just about
anyone; all ages could get in and it
was usually cheap.
The unfortunate combination of
chronic bad management along with
competition from more recentlyopened clubs (such as Emo's and The
Vatican) finally pushed the alwaysprecarious Axiom into history last
summer.
Enter a group from the Commerce
Street Artists' Warehouse (CSAW).
CSAW has long been a leading venue
for events that are both triumphant
(like their critically acclaimed
production of King Lear) and,
occasionally, indulgent and pretentious. Seeing the Axiom as an
opportunity, they reopened it under the
mysterious name Catal Hiiyiik (A lost
Mesopotamian city? An Aztec god?

[close, Booth, it's a Neolithic town
somebody unearthed in Turkey.—ed.]).
They replaced the bar with a coffee
shop and filled the place with couches,
but otherwise left the club alone.
As frightening as watching welldressed artsy types stroll around the
brightly lit interior of the club sipping
coffee was, it at least made me
nostalgic to recognize all the familiar
old comers where I'd spent so much
time in my youth.

I was soaked with
wine, water and
sweat, and felt
bruised on the
inside of my brain.
The new management sees their
club as filling a need for local artists to
find a place to present their projects to
a receptive audience. A worthy goal,
but I wonder if thereare enough artists
in Houston actually doing things
people want to see to keep the club
afloat. Maybe it's a good omen that
the first event for the club—"Election
Night Fiasco," featuring Ted "The
Mad Saxman Poet from Belgium"
Milton—occurred as a new political
era dawned on Washington (okay, so
maybe that's a little grandiose). Will
the club's fortunes be forever tied to
the president-elect?
Catal Htiyiik's first big show

VAMPIRES

LEVELLERS

FROM PACE 8

FROM PACE 8

Then, in 1985, The Vampire Lestat
appeared. The former villain of
Interview became the hero, in a
dramatic story that takes Lestat from
his days as a young man and vampire
in 18th-century France to the 1980s. It
is Lestat's autobiography, fully
realizing the character who has
become Rice's alter ego.
The appeal of the Vampire
Chronicles comes out most strongly in
the reactions to The Vampire Lestat.
Many readers were caught up by the
rich prose and erotic imagery. Lestat
was also a modem vampire, with
materialistic tastes and a love for
movies .and music videos. Many were
attracted to his exuberance and love of
life.
In spite of mixed critical reactions,
Rice's popularity among readers has
hardly flagged. The Queen of the
Damned, for instance, sold 400,000
copies before publication.
The Queen of the Damned
appeared three years after Lestat. This
novel, with its huge cast of characters,
multiple points of view, and global
scope, brought the most ancient of the
vampires into the story. The following
year, The Mummy, or Ramses the
Damned was published.
In 1990, after a 1989 move from
San Francisco to her birthplace, New
Orleans, Rice wrote The Witching
Hour, in which she tells the story of a
family of witches and the demon. The
sequel to this novel, Lasher, is
expected to come out in October of
1993, and a Lasher is expected to be
produced on film in the near future as
well.
Now, The Tale of the Body Thief
arrives on the scene as the latest ^*£installment in the much-loved
Vampire Chronicles series. Rice has
said that The Tale of the Body Thief is
a deliberate return to the focus on
Lestat. She has also said that she feels
it is "an appropriate ending for the
quartet." Even so, she has said that
she'd "like to get into a fifth novel
with Lestat" Whether the Vampire
Chronicles will continue is a matter of
conjecture; only the author herself can
say.

"Battle of the Beanfield" which tells
the terrible story of a 1985 police
attack on the Travellers, a nomadic
group of people. The band insists that
"the issues that are wrong in England
are wrong everywhere." The lead
singer continues, '"Another Man's
Cause' is a song about any government wanting to send soldiers into
battle."
So, what the crap is a Leveller?
Simon, the guitarist, says,"There used
to be a political party at the time of the
English Civil War called the Levellers.
They were against the church, for
freedom of speech, the first peoplepower party in Europe. A leveller is
somebody who makes all things equal.
That's what we are."
After hearing that answer, you
would think that the Levellers were
some punk band, screaming their angst
about the world. But the Levellers

Saturday night promised to be
impressive. In addition to the San
Diego band Crash Worship, the lineup
featured Houston experimental
noisemakers Turmoil In the Toybox.
Upon arrival at the club, I learned
that another performer, a performance
artist whose name I never learned and
do not care about, had been added to
the bill. His performance centered on
his trip to Indiana and featured a
videotape travelogue along with slides
of dilapidated buildings in Gary, the
Music Man's hometown. The tape
featured, among other things, an
interview with a guy who makes those
"Penises of the Animal Kingdom"
posters, a feature on the Indianapolis
500, and a story about a nudist group
taking advantage of the fact that Gary
has no laws against public nude
dancing. Those wacky Hoosiers.
Expecting better things from
Turmoil In the Toybox, I was
dismayed when their show started with
a band member nailing Bibles to a
cross and covering the whole thing
with blood. The band played an hour
or so, making loud, self-satisfying
noises accompanied by one of the
coolest nature films I've ever seen.
When it is more interesting to watch
deep-sea fish swimming around and
eating each other than to watch the
band, you know you're in trouble.

spectacle of their concert. They played
to a room that was completely black
except for strobe lights and various
bits of burning metal they put in the
middle of the room.
Members of the band capered
through the audience swinging
burning braziers, dousing everyone
with water, or pouring red wine from
huge jugs either into or on people. At
the same time, they flung themselves
about, exciting the audience to wild
dancing and hooting. All the while, the
band played a variety of drums
accompanied by distorted guitar, bass
and shrieked vocals.
This show made punk music seem
trite and slam dancing seem boring. It
opened up a whole new way of
looking at concerts for me. More than
any other, there was a feeling of being
one with the band; the audience was as
much a part of the spectacle as the

musicians, and frequently more so.
Throughout most of the concert, it was
impossible to identify who was
actually in the band, especially when
Crash Worship brought their large
collection of drums into the middle of
the audience for their last song.
After the end of their main set, the
band members in the audience led the
crowd in beating, clapping and
shouting their own song as they
danced around the fire in the middle of
the room; this performance led directly
into the band's encore set
By the end of the performance 1
was soaked with wine, water and
sweat, and felt bruised on the inside of
my brain. I'm still not sure how I'm
going to relate to a "normal" concert
now. If there is a ghost of the old
Axiom, I think it would be pleased.
C a t a l Huyuk, 2 3 7 - 1 0 1 7
2524

McKinney

CHAPULTEPEC

Crash Worship is a different story.
From the time they made their noisy
entry into the building, my entire
psyche was devoted to their overwhelming rhythms and the bizarre
choose subtlety and grace rather than
grunge and ear-shattering screaming to
get their message across.
Despite the upbeat rhythm, the
lyrics to "One Way" are
serious. .."There's only one way of life

and that's your own." On their album
Levelling the Land they combine
meaningful and somber lyrics with
lighter music. According to Mark,
"Ultimately, we want to get the lyrics
across, but if people don't want to
listen to that, it's okay, because we're
I
very entertaining."
Upon first hearing the band, you
L
might mistake them for fellow Brits
The Wonder Stuff but the difference is
in the lyrical content.—the Levellers
deal with world issues. One band
memebr believes, "Given time, we'll
be singing .about what's important to
people around the world. Other places,
other causes. You give to fans as much
as you can." The Levellers seems to
be doing quite a good job of that

Mexican Restaurant
Open 24 Hours
Great fajitas and
award-winning
margaritas
Happy Hour
4 pm - 7 pm
Mon - Fri
Salsa dance lessons,
Wednesdays 8pm-9pm
Live entertainment daily!
— — _ ^ ^ R i c h m o n d • (713) 5 2 2 - 2 3 6 5

Student

Special!

Chicken/Beef Fajitas for 2

$11.95
Expires 11/27/92

12th ANNUAL CELEBRATION!

AVOID THE JANUARY RUSH
MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW!
B A H I A M A R HOTEL & C O N D O S
• PADRE S O U T H C O N D O S •
S H E R A T O N HOTEL & C O N D O S
GULFVIEW C O N D O S '
• L A N D F A L L TOWER C O N D O S •
• H O L I D A Y INN

m

- 5 and 7 nights -
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V O Y A G E R • D E S E R T INN •
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EF •
• R A M A D A INN
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>
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SfQt-

Men
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DRAUGHT.

• TOURWAY INN
•THE REEF•
- 5 and 7 nights -

*n

SKI STEAMBOAT COLORADO!
• OVERLOOK LODGE•
S H A D O W RIJN C O N D O S - 7. S and 1 nrqhts

kN

PORT ROYAL OCEAN
RESORT CONDOS
5 and ? night-.

f/3l

J1W17C
(.IIYVISS

• HILTON H E A D I S L A N D
RESORT C O N D O S •
- S cind 7 nights -

$3/pint

t/l/
L A U D E R D A L E B E A C H HOTEL
OTEL •
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EVERY THURSDAY

ALL PRICING FOR ENTIRE STAY-NOT PER NIGHT

DON'T DELAY
We continue to serve the traditional 20oz Imperial pint

2425 Norfolk

(713) 528-5999

One block east of Kirby. two blocks north of Highway 59.

CENTRAL

SPRING BREAK

INFORMA

TION AND RCSERVA HONS

1-800-321-5911
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A N D DIRECTED
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RICHARD THOMAS
ASDANTON
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$ 1 0 STUDENT RUSH TICKETS
HALF-HOUR BEFORE ALL
PERFORMANCES
GENEROUSLY UNDERWRITTEN BY
LOUISA STUDE SAROFIM
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ALLEY
THEATRE

T o order tickets call

Group Sales

T h e Alley S o a r s W i t h

228-8421

228-9341

Con!iiu'iiUil

At a time when college graduates
ha ve less to choose from,

"Yoo-Hoo"

by Will Rosebro
'This particular one was after seeing Boyz n the
Hood. It's that dumb....It's about the paradox of
being touched by something like that and I'm part of
the problem. I'm white middle class. It's about being
concerned about that, but is it really my place to be
concerned?... All of these things are sort of like
found objects, they're accidents. And you learn to
trust them."
—Will Rosebro,
architecture student

0

u r c l i e n t s c h a l l e n g e u s to deliver n e w and
different i n v e s t m e n t s o l u t i o n s e v e r y d a y !
C o m e join u s a n d learn h o w you can c r e atively c o n t r i b u t e to client s o l u t i o n s .

"It lies within a series of my whole work. It's
difficult to extract it. I hesitate to put it in simple
terms. It's about texture and color and transparency,
and I'm dealing with emotions. Not a lot of
conscious work goes into the paintings. It's very
intuitive work...I'm very interested in painting, in
the paint itself, in the application. You'll laugh at
this, but I go into an autistic state when I paint. It's
like a Japanese tea party. I mix my paints, I get
water, I establish a sort of quiet zone around me."
—Athena Pervanis, architecture^ student

Monday, November 16
7:00 - 9:00 PM
2nd Floor Conference Room
Rice Memorial Cenfer
-|rV

This week's Work in Progress is from Basilios
Poulos' advanced painting class.

. .a dynamic investment services firm!
CONTACT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR MORE DETAILS

To
the GMAT
guru,
(Excerpts from actual letters*
Stanley H. Kaplan has received
from satisfied GMAJ-prep takers.)

"... 1 successfully scored 580, close to my goal of 600,
which qualified me for admission to my choice schools
... I am ever grateful..."
—Student from Pittsburgh, PA
"Thanks to your help... I improved my score on the
June exam by 150%... and am confident that I will
now be accepted for the fall term."
—Student from Richmond, VA
No wonder thousands of students have come to
Kaplan's GMAT prep since "MBA fever" first struck. Plus
only Kaplan offers free refresher math lessons and business school admissions information. So if you want
the best and most experienced in test prep—call
Kaplan today! -If youthike to re ad mom [f iters iikf thfse come visit us

•KAPLAN
9P

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

Untitled

by Athena ftrvanis

WOODS
FROM PACE 9

Cinderella.; likewise, Lile is well cast
as Little Red Ridinghood, creating a
believable transition from innocence to
experience. Neal's pleasantly vacuous
Jack, whose sincere love for his cow is
never questioned, is a perfect foil for
his exasperated, overbearing mother
played by Karen Foster.
Julian Altschul and Scott Rudy,
Cinderella's suitors, perform such
perfectly pompous princes that they
send the audience into hysterics with
their maudlin "Agony."
Lara Bruckmann as the witch
handles a challenging role with

alternations of broad, campy humor
and tender poignancy. In Act II she
commands the stage, especially in her
shows topping exit song "The Last
Midnight."
Of the fine supporting cast a
special mention should go to Jenny
Maxwell's histrionic and hilarious
Rapunzel. Maxwell and the rest of the
cast add immeasurably to the depth of
the production.
t h e Into the Woods production
staff should be commended for its
contribution to the entire production.
The set design, by Nathan Denney, is
elaborate for a college production and
successfully interweaves several

locales into one space, including
Rapunzel's tower and Grandmother's
house.
The special effects crew and the
prop designers deserve credit for its
wit and ingenuity (I hope the poor cow
makes it through six performances).
The costuming by Tatiana Rogozinski
also contributes to the playful,
innovative atmosphere of the
production.
At the Monday rehearsal the
lighting seemed to be well orchestrated, although in parts still playing
catch up with the extremely quick
back and forth singing exchanges
between characters.

SPEND A YEAR IN JAPAN!
The Japan Exchange and Teaching Program
If you have an excellent knowledge of English, hold
a bachelor's degree (or will receive one by

4

July 20, 1993), and are a U.S. citizen,
the J.E.T. Program needs you!
<

Opportunities are available
in Japanese schools and

Jan. 16 GMAT exam classes to
begin 11/17, Tues., 6 pm at
5925 Kirby, #214

522-5113

government offices.

SPORTS
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Owls overwhelm Tech to hit 500
Washington returns two interceptions for scores to lead Rice onslaught
by Randy Block

z

|
$
|
n
Rice quarterback Bert Emanuel gets off a pass under pressure against Texas Tech.

Before last Saturday's game against
Texas Tech University, cornerback
Sean Washington summed up the
strategy he felt would win the game.
"There's only two guys you have to
worry aboutwithTexasTech. They're
Robert Hall and Lloyd HilL If we stop
them, we will win," he said.
With Texas Tech quarterback
Robert Hall sidelined, Sean
Washington's pre-game prediction
hinged on the performance of wide
receiver Lloyd Hill. As Hill is the
nation's number-one receiver and
Washington, who was assigned to
cover him, a virtual unknown, this was
• o easy task.
But by the finale of last Saturday's
game, Washington had not only held
Hill scoreless but had returned two
interceptions for touchdowns. The
Owls won big, 34-3, and pulled themselves up to a 4-4 record with three
games to play, setting the stage for a
run at the first winning season since
1963.
Head Coach Fred Goldsmith was
elated over his team's big victory and
the play ofWashington, saying, "Sean
has been having an all-conferencetype year all along. The Tech game
was a culmination ofwhat he had been
doing so well all throughout the season.
Washington, the only Ow] to re-

turn two touchdowns in a season, was
not the only star of the game. On both
sides of the ball. Rice dominated thenopponents. Running backTrevor Cobb
rushed for 155 yards on 33 carries,
scored his 40th career touchdown and
broke the 1,000 yard mark for the
third straight season, despite a fever.
Trevor was Trevor," said Goldsmith. "And when you realize that he
missedThursday'spractice with a 101degree fever, you know that's high
praise."
Freshman Larry Izzo basically put
the game away on Tech's first possession by blocking a King punt at the
one-yard line. Cobb then promptly put
the ball in the end zone.
After that, Texas Tech continued
to struggle. They fumbled three times
and allowed their quarterback to be
sacked twice. The Owls picked off
three passes. Meanwhile, the Rice offense was putting together its best day
of the season.
Quarterback Bert Emanuel completed 11 of 19 passes for a season
high 188 yards. Ed Howard caught
one of those passes for a score, but it
was receiver Jimmy Lee who kept the
passing game alive. His four catches
for 105 yards were career highs and
gave Rice a balanced attack which
threw Tech off.
"We tost to a good football team,"
said Tech coach Spike Dykes. "They
made a tot of big plays and we didn't
We started out the game with our

Lads out of playoffs after loss to Baylor

backs to the wall, and we could just
never get it going. Rice did the things
you have to do to win games."
The big plays were definitely the
difference in the game. Tech held a
403 to 360advantage over the Owls in
total yardage, but Rice's defense established themselves as a force in defending the end zone.
Noseguard Matt Sign did not have
as flashy a game as Washington, but
came up with perhaps the best game
of his Rice career. Sign recorded 11
tackles and two sacks for 21 yards in
tosses.
"I think this was the finest game
he's had this year by far," said Goldsmith. "He was just a big nuisance to
Tech and had several big plays. He
had an all-conference performance."
Jason Clemmons, Tech's quarterback, summed up the game best, saying, "We did not come out prepared to
play, but Rice did. So they simply
kicked our tails."
As Rice goes up against Baylor
University (5-4) next week at home,
they can took forward to an almost
certain winning season if they can
defeat the Bears. With lowly Navy and
struggling Houston finishing out the
season schedule, the Owls are poised
not only for a winning season but a
bowl bid. A representative from the
Poulan Weedeater Independence
Bowl was at the Tech game scouting
Rice and could only have been impressed with the Owls' performance.

Bears travel to Rice with
revenge on their minds

Men's soccer team misses national tournament for first time in four years
by Peter Howley
The Rice men's soccer club failed
to advance to the national club tournament for the first time in four years
with a loss to Baylor University in the
semifinals of the league tournament
The Lads lost, 2-1, in a night game at
the North Channel Soccer Park Saturday.
Rice had played Baylor, the topranked team in the league, to a tie two
weeks ago and expected to do better
in this critical meeting. For the first
half of play, their expectations were
realized.
After Baylor scored in thefirstfive
minutes of the game because of a
breakdown in defense, the Lads answered with agoaloftheirown. Randy
Westbrook bent a direct kick up and
around the Baylor goalkeeper and
under the crossbar from 25 yards out
to tie the game.
But in the second half, Rice couldn't
capitalize. Baylor scored the go-ahead
goal early in the half—again, because
of a defensive breakdown— and Rice
could not respond.
"I thought we played really well in
thefirsthalf," saidseniorAdam Kinsey.
"We lost a little steam in the second
halt"
"I think we gave up a tot of en-

ergy—mentally and physically—in the
first half," he said.
After that, depth and fatigue became factors. "Talent-wise, we match
up. They have a lot more athletes they
can bring in off the bench. We're not
as deep as them," Kinsey explained.
Westbrook cited missed opportunities as another cause of the defeat
"We played them evenly in this game.
They weren't a physical team or a big
team, just very skilled. We had a lot of
opportunities, but we had trouble finishing, putting goals away," he said.
"They capitalized on opportunities and
we didn't"
Kinsey agreed, saying, "When we
lose, it's because we fall apart"
Missed opportunities may have
been the key to the season, according
to Westbrook. "We didnt pull out the
big games when we needed them," he
said.

The seniors on the team were particularly disappointed in the team's
failure to make the national tournament "We had a lot of seniors who
were pretty frustrated," Westbrook
said.
At the beginning of the season,
there was some concern that the team
would sorely miss their graduated players, according to Kinsey, butnewplayers helped fill the void.
"We did a lot better than I think we
expected to do," he said. "We got a
couple of new guys who were strong."
The team finished the season ranked
fourth in their league with a 6-3-2
record.
Baytorplayed Texas A&M University, the winner of the other semifinal
against the University ofTexas, in the
tournament final after beating Rice,
and both teams advanced to Nationals.

SPORTS

Women's soccer season ends in playoff loss
by Theo Mallinson
The Rice women's soccer club had
their fall season brought to a halt last
weekend in Austin by Stephen F Austin University. SFA won the league
tournament game in a 6-0 shutout
described by fullback and co-captain
Barb Moyer as "a loss of focus."
The club had trouble with SFA the
last time the two teams met, losing 50. Although SFA was ranked third
during season play, co-captain Monica
Willman felt that they were the best
team in the league.
"They had two great midfield players that we were unable to mark during the game because of our lack of
depth," she said.
Three key players were unable to
play in the game, including Britt Jung,
Bekra York, and Laura Melton. This

led to a breakdown in the middle of
the field, an area which is critical to
offensive buildup of attacks.
The players compounded the problem by failing to take advantage of the
opportunities they did have.
"We didn't shoot on all our
chances," said Moyer.
In order to con tain the SFA midfield
f .r
"and to mitigate the effects of having
only 12 players for the game, the team
experimented with a different approach, playing three forwards, four
halfbacks and three fullbacks instead
of their normal 4-3-3 arrangement
Although this strategy did not
work for Rice, it was designed to stack
the midfield, making it easier for them
to build offensively and to cut off their
opponent's attacks before they penetrated into the backfield.
Moyer pointed out another problem; the lack of a sweeper in the

backfield made it difficult for Rice to
run the offsides trap with the same
effectiveness that the team had enjoyed before.
Brooke Mann cited the transition
from last year's team, which had u p
wards of 30 people, to 15 players this
year, as another source of difficulty.
"We weren't fired out there, but as
a team we would let down our intensity when we started losing. Maybe if
we had more people on the team, we
would have been stronger overall. It's
hard to be up about a game when
you're down 4-0," Mann said.
The team ended the season with a
5-5 record, earning fourth place in the
league during regular season play.
Both Moyer and Willman predicted
that learningfromthe tight, crisp passing game of squads like SFA should
enable the Owls to iifiprove by the
start of the spring season.

by Jason Katz
Coming off one of their biggest victories of the year against the Red
Raiders ofTexas Tech University, the Rice Owls hope to continue their
historic march to a winning season by beating a Baylor University team
that has its sights set on revenge.
The Bears come to Rice Stadium tomorrow at noon with a 5 4 overall
record, 3-2 in the Southwest Conference. Baylor was victorious against
such conference foes as Southern Methodist University,Texas Christian
University, and the University of Houston. Yet their hopes for a Cotton
Bowl berth ended in a bitter toss to TexasTech University, 36-17, and a
difficult defeat at the hands ofTexas A&M University, 19-13.
"Baylor still claims that they are the best team in the Southwest
Conference," said Rice Head Coach Fred Goldsmith. "They played
Texas A&M eyeball to eyebalL We are just scrapping to get to the level
of a Baylor, Texas A&M, or Texas program."
The Bears lead teleconference in rushing offense, averaging over 233
yards per game on the ground. It is their passing offense, led by junior
quarterback J J. Joe, however, that has caught the attention of the league.
Joe leads the SWC with an average of 10 yards passing per attempt and
a quarterback rating of 142.1.
The recipient of many of Joe's best passes is senior Melvin Bonner.
Bonner's 20.2 yards per reception and ten receiving touchdowns make
him one of the most potent and explosive receivers in the entire
conference.
"The J J. Joe to Melvin Bonner connection is, perhaps, one of the most
dangerous in the conference," admitted Goldsmith. "We will have our
hands full with those two."
Though the Baylor defense is not as highly acclaimed this year as it
has been in the past, the Bears rank second in total defense behind only
the Aggies, holding their opponents to 352.9 total yards per game. After
losing four starters from its defensive line, the Bears have changed from
an experienced, overpowering defensive team to a young, quick one.
"Last yearwe were awall on defense. This year we're a machine gun,"
Baylor Head Coach Grant Teaff stated. "We have people flying to the
football, hitting hard and fast"
If there are any criticisms of the Bears, it would have to be the
weakness of their passing defense. The Bears have allowed over 213
yards per game in the air, with an average of 6.5 yards per passing play.
Goldsmith, however, disagreed with this criticism, saying, "Baylor
has given up a tot of passing yards, but they have played predominantly
passing teams like the University of Houston and Georgia Tech."
The Owls enter the Baylor game riding on a wave of emotion after
their stunning defeat of Texas Tech. Their record now stands at 4-4
overall, 3-2 in the conference. The Owls have beaten Baylor two out of the
last three years, including last year's 20-17 upfeet of the then eighthranked Bears. Though the Bears of 1992 are no longer the national
powerhouses they once were, the Owls must still be wary of a Baylor
squad with its sights on better things.
"In Baylor's eyes, this game is the biggest of their season," said Rice
defensive back Scan Washington. "Not only are they looking for revenge
against us, but they have their eyes on the Hancock Bowl and no one will
get in their way."
"
Yet bigger and better things are in the sights of Rice players, too. The
Owls still have a chance to reach their goal of a winning season and the
possibility of a second tier bowl bid increases with every win.
T e a m s always want to be in a position to shoot for something in
November," said Goldsmith. "We are finally in that position. This week
versus Baylor will be a true challenge."
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Volleyball team gears up for conference finale
by Tony Tran

1978: Randy and Tom predict that Reagan will be the next President, disco
will fade, and Rice will beat Baylor in 1992.

Randy Block v s. Tom Harris
Baylor at Rice
Bowl game anyone? If the
Owls win, they have a legitimate shot at their first
winning record since the
Big Bang. Rice may be a
little cocky after last week,
but I like cocky. Owls win

With the respectability gained by
their thrashing of Tech, the Owls
are determined to resurrect Rice
football. Of course, if anything is
resurrected in the SWC, the Baylor
Baptists have to approve k first.
Owb 21-17.

Alabama at Mississippi State
Hey, wait a minute. 'Bama
is the number two In the
country? They haven't
beaten any good teams.
The Tide will win this weekend over M i s s i s s i p p i
State, but Just barely.

The only thing Mississippi State is
getting on the ground this week is
a hand from the 'Bama defense
helping diem off die turf. 'Bama
proves once again that it is the
baddest team in the country as the
Tide rolls, 24-3.

Arizona at Southern Cal
I really pity the Trojans.
The world's t o u g h e s t
schedule Just gets harder
as they lose to Arizona,
the world's biggest surprise team.

Those who claim that Arizona is
among the nation's best overlook
the Wildcat's anemic offense, tie
with Oregon State, and loss to
Washington State. The Trojans in
an Upset Special, 17-7.

Colorado at Kansas
I think this could go either
way, but the Buffaloes
have the experience at
winning which I think will
make the d i f f e r e n c e
against Kansas. Colorado
by three.

Normally, comparing common
opponents shows which team is
better. However, how much better
is a 42-point loss to Nebraska
than a 45-point (me? In die battle
of Nebraska's bad step-children,
Colorado prevails, 21-20.

Perm State at Notre Dame
Forget about records or
stats. This Is just a great
match-up of two tough
teams. But, the Irish are
better. Early prediction:
Notre Dame wins the Cotton Bowl.

After dismissing Boston College
52-7bstweek,Notfe Dame's highpowered offense steamroBs another victim. Joe Paterno's team
plays the role of the Washington
Generals as die Irish cruise, 3113.

Syracuse at Boston College
Two overrated teams. Everyone in the country may
be overrated except for
Miami, who Syracuse
plays next week. While
worrying about the Hurricanes, they lose to BC.

Boston CoDegefc hjcky simply to
make it home after last week's
pummelling, is in no way ready
to play another game. Syracuse
thanks the Irishforleaving the
limp Eagles on their doorstep,
24-14.

Last Week:
4-1,.800

3-2, .600

Year to Date:
33-15, .688

26-22, .542

Intramural
Announcements
Fri., Nov. 13 is thefinalplay results deadlineformen's table
tennis doubles. Please call 285-5398 and report your scores.
Women's college racquetball championship will be held this
weekend
Men's college racquetball action (blue division) will be held on
Sun. Nov. 15 from 12 noon to 6 p.m. See your captains for
information.
Fri., Nov. 20 is thefinalplay results deadlinefarwomen's
racquetball singles. Report your scores at 285-5398.
Teamforfeitfees will be available in early December. Call Lisa or
Billforinformation at 285-5398.

The Rice volleyball team hosts
TexasTech University tomorrow night
in its home and Southwest Conferencefinale.The team hopes for a big
win againstTech and in nextTuesday's
season finale at Stephen F. Austin
University to prepare for the Southwest Conference Championships.
Head Coach Debbie Sokol likes
her team's chances against Tech.
"I think Tech is the most beatable
team in the SWC," she said. "Our
offense is very explosive and if we stay
in the game, and pass well, we believe
we can beat them This is a very important mental game for us since we
will probably be facing them in the
first round of the SWC tournament"
The Owls, who have really
struggled of late, losing 10 of their last
11 to fall to 10-18, recognize which
strategy they must follow in order to
avenge a loss last month in Lubbock.
Captain Micheie Kaminski said,
"We played them tough last time. They
are a real up-and-down team We're
looking to play really hard. To beat
them, we need to stop their middle
hitter and shut them down."
Sammy Waldron added, "Our offense has gotten a lot better since that
last time. We need to focus. Our defense has improved in many areas so
there will be plenty of opportunities to

score.
Rice gained some momentum in
Wednesday night's game against
Lamar University, which they won,
15-9,12-15,15-8,16-18,15-7.TheOwls
pulled out the win by dominating the
decisive fifth game, according the
Assistant Coach Henry Chen.
"In thefifthgame, we didnt make
any mistakes and jumped well ahead,"
he said. "We played great defense and
transitioned very welL"
Chen emphasized the importance
of the win for the team "It was agood
victory, considering we had only seven
players available due to injuries and
illnesses," he said. "Overall, we overcame our limitations with good team
play."
One player whose illness did not
affect her play was Waldron. She led
the team with 22 kills and only four
errors, for a .375 average. "Sammy
basically took over and dominated the
last game," Chen said. "She showed a
lot of determination."
The team as a whole hit well in the
last game, compiling a .650 hitting
average.
The Owls look to bounce back from
a tough loss to SouthwestTexas State
University last Saturday night at Autry
Court After jumping out early, the
team had a breakdown in the third
gameand subsequently lost the match
infivegames, 15-10,15-12,2-15,11-15,
10-15.

After this game, the team was looking for answers.
Sokol said, "If there was ever an
example of momentum playing arole,
this is the one. We lost all our momentum in the third game, where we
looked flat and complacent We just
could not allow a defensively-talented
team like SouthwestTexas any breathing room but we did and they charged
in."
"It was a pretty frustrating loss,"
said Kaminski "In that third game,
our passing broke down and we had
more hitting errors. We were beating
ourselves and let it slip away."
The Owls were led by Waldron,
who had her career high in kills with
26 for a .305 attack percentage and
also contributed nine digs and four
block assists. Lynda Yoon also had a
good game with 14 kills for .440and 15
digs while Casey Roon continued her
stellar year at setter with 65 assists.
The Bobcats of Southwest Texas
were led by Wendy Chapman, who
had 22 kills with only one error for a
.500 average, and Jalie Holdman.who
had 16 kills with only three errors for
a .394 average.
After tomorrow's showdown with
the Red Raiders, the Owls have one
game left before the SWC Championships. They hope to build momentum
as they approach the end of the regular season and prepare for the postseason.

Crew tries out new boat in Atlanta regatta
the team $15,000 with oars included seemed to warrant the purchase of
and is thefirstboat actually owned by the boat Team members feel it was
the club. Previously, the team rented worth the cost
Last Saturday, the Rice crew club or leased boats from the Houston
"It makes you a better rower," said
faced a highly competitivefieldat the Rowing Club, butitsconsistentrecord Rick Killough. "It's a damn good inHead of the Chatahoochee Regatta in and lack of any equipment of its own vestment"
Atlanta, Georgia. The regatta, sponsored by the Atlanta Rowing Club and
featuring about 50 crews at both the
collegiate and club levels, was an excellent one for the men's team, which
finished third in afieldof 13 despite
40-degree weather.
Unseeded in the men's lightweight
division, which is reserved for teams
with no member over 165 pounds, the
by Stuart Krohn
team started in the third-to-last posiI would like to apologize for two mistatements made in recent
tion. They surged ahead, however,
columns. First I stand corrected: the fens at Florida State University
and in the endtosttofirst-placeGeororiginated the "Tomahawk Chop."
gia Tech University by about 50 secSecond, I impetuously assured all of you last week that the Oilers
onds and to second-place Duke Uniwould make the playoffs. My chief mistake was believing thatthe Oilers
versity by a slim margin of only 10
had any heart or character. After seeing their most recent in a series of
seconds, completing the 5200-meter
pathetic efforts, Inow realize there is no depth to which this team cannot
regatta in 18:09.
sink.
Team members were ecstatic as
The Oilers' season so far has been a football production of King Lear.
they had defeated many teams from
Every week something bad happens, and I think, "All right, this is the
larger schools, including two teams
worst it can get"
from the University of Texas at AusBut then something worse happens.
tin, the University of Florida, Florida
After each heartbreak in a streak of three losses in four games, one
State University, and the University of
could still hope for a turn-around next week. But instead of correcting
Tennessee.
mistakes andregaining their pride, the team broke more bones fellingon
The men's results came in spite of
itsfacethe next week.
a major equipment problem A thouEven as the team tosta series of big games—the opener, at Denver,
sand meters into the race, coxswain
at Pittsburgh—I could always rationalize some productive seasoirout of
Vivian Mo discovered that the Cox
their ever-worsening won-loss record.
Box, an audio device by which the
For example, the Oilers were 5-3 in theirfirsteight games this season.
coxswain's commands are dissemiThey were only 44 in the second half last year. If they could have gone
nated to the furthest ends of the boat
7-1 in the second half this season, as theyJsegan 1991, then they would
was not sufficiently charged. The team
have turned a disastrous start into an improved record of 12-4.
had to persevere with a communicaThis is what 1 kept telling myself and other Oiler fans as the Cleveland
tion breakdown.
game approached. In feet winning last Sunday's game seemed so
"I just wish those types of probautomatic in my mind, it was merely an afterthought in anticipation of an
lems would stop," Mo commented. "It
upcoming three-game road trip.
was hard to direct the team while the
The Oilers apparently thought the same thing. Every man on the
race was underway." Q
team expected to win, without putting any effort into the game. The radio
The breakdown did little to dampen
announcers doing the pregame predicted Oilers 31-10 and 41-7. Forty
spirits, however, and has raised hopes
one!? They didnt come close!
regarding the remaining portion of
This is the fourth time I have had to write about a young, hungry,
the season.
hustling team beating the Oilers mainly because they were more deterWhen the women gotonthewater,
mined to win. Houston has no focus and no determination.
they had a little more difficulty.
The sports media,fens,and the Pro-Bowl selection committee have
Competing against nationally-rectold the Oilers they are a good team. But I don't care how talented you 're
ognized teamsfromthe University of
supposed to be; if you try to phone in a win against a lesser team, you
Virginia and Miami University in the
deserve to lose.
women's heavyweight division, they
As a die-hard fan of the team, this aspect of their Sailing has been the
4.
finished a disappointing eleventh' of
hardest to take. They deserve to be 5-4. They squeaked by Kansas City
12 teams.
at home; they played even in the first half with Cincinnati, one of the
"They were horses," commented
AFC's worst teams, at home. Their wins are against Indianapolis, San
Mo on the other women's teams.
Diego, Cincinnati, and the Chiefs. Every game against a good team has
Team member Christine Mazurek
become an Oiler
toss.
~ *•
attributed the disappointing perforThey havefoiledevery big test of their character. They have saved
mance in part to the team's inexperitheir biggest disappointments for their biggest games. I could go on, but
ence with their new boat, saying, "We
I'm limited to500words. People say that the Oilers are a better team than
only had about five minutes to get
54. Well, they're not
&
used to it on the water before the
If you dont win, then you dont win, regardless of good expectations.
regatta started."
I have lost all of mineforthis team, which will probablyfinishat 9-7 if not
Team members felt that the new
8-8. They might "back into" the playoffs again as a wild-card and then be
boat an eight-man Vespoli manufacangry with thefansforbeing upset with them. Hey Jack, I wanna know,
tured in Connecticut, was a major facwhat are your plans after you get fired in the off-season?
tor in the races last weekend. It cost

by David Rhodes

Oilers prove it once again:
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Trownsellrisesto challenges of the court and the classroom
grown the most through these talks
and they continue to add to my confidence."
This growing confidence continues to guide her dominating play on
the court as she has consistently been
among the team leaders in kills every
game.
"By having confidence in myself
and believing that I can dominate the
game, then I will do well," she said.
Overall, she has been pleased with
the play of the team. She noted, however, that the team really should have
a winning record because she believes
it has given away five games this year.
She has also been happy with the
play of the four newcomers this year
to the Rice program
"Overall, I think that the freshmen
have gained a lot of experience," she

to her shoulder, thumb, and back.
"They're so frustrating because I
know that I can perform and I've
missed practice often so people don't
g e t used to the way I play," she said.
With t h e s e numerous injuries,
Trownsell has regretted the chance to
improve upon her all-around game.
"I wish I had the opportunity to
work on my backcourt game and my
defensive skills," she said. "I was just
never able to develop fully because of
my injuries. There are lots of things
that I'd like to work on but these injuries hurt my chances."
Despite the injuries, she goes into
her final year of eligibility next year
with many credits and impressive statistics on her resume. She has been
named Player of the Week almost
every week in addtion to winning the
Most Valuable
Rayer award at
the
Rice/
Baden Showcase last Sept e m b e r .
Against Southw e s t Conference foes, she
leads the team
in kills with 78
in nine games
for a.304 attack
percentage,
while also leading the team in
block-assists (21) and solo blocks (3).

'Tammy epitomizes the middle blocking
position by her attitude to come in

focused and hit and block well. She is a

tme leader by the way she has come out
and executed. I think the world of her.'

—Head Coach Debbie Sokol

Tammy Trownsell hammers home a spike against Lamar University.

by TonyTran
The Rice Owls volleyball team has
certainly had its share of ups and
downs this past year. At times they
have looked promising and even invincible, while at others, they fall short
of the mark. However, the one constant force in the Owls' attack has
been the stellar play of junior middle
hitter Tammy Trownsell.
Head Coach Debbie Sokol has
been one of Trownsell's most ardent
supporters. "Tammy has played super for us this year. She epitomizes
the middle blocking position by her
attitude to come in focused and hit
and block welL I believe that she is
one of two players on this team that
come out every night and turn in a
consistent performance.
"She has been an excellent role

tices, but a recent injury to her back
may sideline her for the rest of the
year.
" I believe that she has go ne through
the toughest road to be here with her
congenital back injury," said Sokol.
"However, s h e h a s really c o m e
through for us thisyear. She has played
four years of volleyball for Rice, but
you could call this year her freshman
year."
Born on July 17,1971, in the little
city of Elgin, Illinois, Trownsell's first
love was not volleyball but basketball.
"IVe played basketball from the
first grade through my junior year in
high school. I first started playing volleyball in the seventh grade where I
was on the second team since I was
bad. Since I was tall though, I continued to play for that team," she said.
Her upbringing helped to shape
who she was as a person and as a
volleyball
player. "I've
been working
since early on in
my life and this
has led to my
being independent,"
said
Trownsell.
"Since I was the
oldest child, I
was pushed a
lot more by an
academically
and athletically
—
•
supportive family."
She really started to improve her
game when s h e entered high school
and joined clubs. At her high school,
she was team MVP and named one of
the top 50 Chicago-area players.
Despite these accolades, she never
let her athletics overshadow her academic work either at high school or at
Rice. She was salutatorian of her high
school with a 4.43 grade point average
on a 4.00 scale and has continued her
excellence in education here at Rice
as she has a 3.73 G P A
She is majoring in French, Spanish, and Human Performance and continues to be a Fellow both for Will Rice
College and the University.
Trownsell is especially proud of
her work as a Fellow.
"Being a Rice fellow is a privilege I
wish everyone could experience because you learn small group skills,"
she said. "Itmakes you grow by reiterating what you believe and reaffirms
who you are through d iscussions. IVe

said. "They've played a good role for
the team. While they do make regular
freshman errors like not being consistent every night out, they will improve
on their mistakes through time. Lynda
Yoon has done a surprising job in the
middle.
"Casey Roon has done an excellent job, especially for a freshman setter. She has motivated me quite a few
times. Sammy Waldron has been hitting the heck out of the ball and Tobi
Roquemore has had awesome passing and some good power."
The team has noticed and has appreciated Trownsell's unique role.
"She's very intense. She makes us
work hard and she's very devoted to
the game. She has good technique
and s h e tries to be supportive all the
time," Waldron said.
Team captain Michele Kaminski
said, "Tammy has been consistently a
great hitter this year. Well miss her
net play (due to her latest injury, a
sprained back) because her production is difficult to replace."
Trownsell has been dealing with
injuries her last few years, especially

Cross country teams to run in District VI meet

'/ know that my scholarship at Rice has
made a huge difference in my life. I'm

extremely grateful for my opportunities
here since I know that there are lots of
in
worse situations.'
people

—Tammy Trownsell
model for the freshmen. She is a true
leader by the way she has come out
and executed. I think the world of
her."
This year, Trownsell, the tallest
player on the team at 6' 2", has led the
Owls in many offensive statistical categories. She is third on the team with
264 kills, third in combined blocks,
and first in attack percentage (total
kills minuserrors divided by attempts)
with a .303 mark. In addition, she has
frequently been named Player of the
Week for the Owls.
Howe/er, even with all these impressive offensive stats, the one statistic that s h e is most pleased with is that
fact that she has appeared in every
match this year.
"Thisyear has been myfirstchance
to get a glimpse of my full potential,"
said TrownselL "Every season so far,
I've had to sit out half of the games due
to my injuries."
With the season nearly completed,
Trownsell has only missed three prac-

Next year, s h e looks to take on an
even more prominent role as leader
on the young Owl t e a m With another
four freshmen due to arrive on c a m
pus nextfall,Trownsell has to be ready
to integrate t h e m into the team.
"I will be the only fifth-year player
around next year," she said. "My goal
is to play all the way around the rotation to be a constant force on the floor.
I want to be in the game for emotional
support to carry the t e a m I will have
more authority to say things to the
freshmen and I w o n t feel strange saying i t It's much harder to fill a leadership role when there are people your
same age on the team"
Trownsell's short-term plans are
to heal in time to play in the last few
g a m e s in the regular season and then
in the SWC championships. While
s h e acknowledges that the team will
be fighting an uphill struggle, she
steadfastly believes that they can pull
off the u p s e t
"It should be difficult especially
since w e will be short of people. With
the players that w e do have, though,

and, with enough confidence, 1 know
that we will be able to pull off an
upset" she said.
Her own chief goal is to be able to
play on Saturday against Texas Tech
University at Autry Court in the Owls'
home and Southwest Conference finale.
Though her short-term sights are
firmly set on playing against the Red
Raiders, Trownsell also has plans for
the future beyond Rice volleyball.
"I want to g o to graduate school at
Georgetown University. First though,
I want to take off two years in order to
travel through Europe or else have an
internship for the United States Olympic Committee for international relations," she said.
And whatever the future holds, she
feels well-prepared for a life beyond
the hedges.
She is extremely grateful for her
education at Rice and she knows that
it means something in the real world.
"I know that my scholarship at
Rice has made a huge d ifference in my
life," she said. "I'm extremely grateful
for my opportunities here since 1 know
that there are lots of people in worse
situations."
She realizes that there some disagreements about the place of athletics in the Rice community.
"I just want those who doubted the
athletic system at Rice to look at the
way athletics has changed my life"
she said. "I think we (the athletic community) need to work with the academic life to coexist peacefully. I believe that athletics brings a unique
aspect to Rice and I won't ever forget
the impact on my life."

by Riva Rahl
The Rice men's cross country team
will run tomorrow morning at the District VI Championship meet in Denton.
The top two teams at the meet will
automatically qualify for the National
Cross Country Championships to be
held in Indianapolis.
After a sixth place finish two weeks
ago at the Southwest Conference
Championship meet, the Owls hope
to regroup and perform well at this
regional meet
District VI includes teams from
several conferences, including the
SWC, Southland Conference, Southwest Athletic Conference, and Southeastern Conference as well as others
with teams from Arkansas,Texas, and
Louisiana
The favorite in the district is defending champion the University of
Arkansas, which placed several runners in the top ten at last year's m e e t
The second qualifying spot is up for
grabs. Baylor University, the University ofTexas at Austin, and the U niversity of Houston all have realistic
chances of finishing second and advancing to Nationals.
Head Coach Steve Straub said,
"Even though Baylor's SWC victory
would put them as the favorite on
paper to finish second, they are still a
young and inexperienced team, and
anything could happen with the course
being 10,000 meters."

The meet, run at the University of
North Texas, is a six-mile course, as
opposed to the usual five miles the
Owls are accustomed to running. Only
the top two teams and three individuals not on those teams will advance to
the NCAA Championship m e e t so it
is not likely thatany members of Rice's
young team will g o on.
B e c a u s e Rice has no realistic
chance of qualifying for Nationals,

Straub said the team's goal is merely
to race well and as a team.
"Our last two meets have been in
the mud and we've had a hard time.
Wejustwanttogooutthereand race,"
he added.
Michael Lara, Rice's top finisher at
the conference meet is the o n e run ner
Straub said may have a chance at
qualifying for one of the three individual spots.

Women expect challenge from Arkansas, Baylor
by Theo Mallinson
The Rice women's cross country
team travels to Denton, Texas this
week to compete in the annual Regional Meet against teams from across
Texas, Arkansas, and Louisiana.
T h e Owls' main rivals will be the
University of Arkansas, currently
ranked first in the region and second
in the nation, and second-ranked
Baylor University, who is second regionally and twenty-third nationally.
In the region, Rice is ranked fourth
after University o f T e x a s at San Antonio with Texas A&M University falling to fifth place in the region.
T h e presence of Arkansas and
s t r o n g individual r u n n e r s from
M c N e e s e State University, the University o f T e x a s at Austin, the University o f T e x a s at Arlington, and UTSA
will serve to break up the tight Baylor
squad that beat Rice two weeks ago in

the conference m e e t
The race will be run Saturday morning at North Texas State University's
golf course in Denton. Coach Jim
Bevan pointed out that on this flat
grassy, and wide course, it will be
impossible for the Baylor squad to
block others out as effectively as they
did at conference.
Bevan also noted that the two Rice
runners that broke into the Baylor
pack, Nicole Aleskowitch and Candace
Lessmeister, are contenders for the
three individual spots to advance to
nationals.
He explained that the top two teams
advance to national competition as
well as the fastest three competitors
from teams that did not qualify outright
"It should be interesting to see
Arkansas and Baylor battle it o u t We
will definitely be poised to take advantage of any errors they make during
the race," Bevan concluded.
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Women's tennis season unexpectedly halted
by Torrey Folk
The women's fall tennis season
was literally over before the team knew
it.
The Westwood Intercollegiate
tournament, scheduled for this weekend in Austin, was moved up to last
weekend without the notification of
several teams, including Rice.
T h e y changed the date without
telling us," said Head Coach Paul
Blankenship. "I didn'tfind outaboutit
until Tuesday [Nov. 3[, so I left it
optional for the girls."
Threewomen.Candide Beaumont,
Jackie Brown and Renee Capri chose
to attend the tournament because they
wan ted additional playing experience.
It was only Brown's second time on
the courts this season because of a
back injury.
"1 haven't had any matches this
fall, and I was looking to get any match
play that 1 could for the spring," said
Brown.
Blankenship was pleased with their
performances. Both Beaumont and
Capri won their first matches. Beaumont beat Anna Strakosova of Texas

A&M University, 6-1, 6-2, and then
lost to Ashley Johnson of the University of Texas at Austin, 6-3,6-2, who
ultimately won the tournament Capri
beat Lisa Beard of Texas Christian
University,6-4,6-1,and lost to Jennifer
Nasser of Texas, 6-3, 6-2. Beard is
ranked 25th in the region.
Brown and Capri played doubles,
beating Christine DiNardo and Anna
Schlumpf of A&M, 3-6,6-3,6-3. They
losttojanine Burton-Durham andjulie
Blackburn of A&M, 6-4,7-6.
"It was probably the first time I
played without feeling injured," said
Brown. "Physically I'm feeling good,
but I still need to work on my mental
strength."
The rest of the women unknowingly finished their season in dual
meets against Southwest Texas State
University andthe University ofTexas
at San Antonio.
"We were expecting to have a really good tournament with which to
close the season," said Olga Limon.
"But then 1 didn't feel prepared for the
tournament 1 like to be mentally ready
to play and confident"
Because only three women went
to the tournament, they weren't

counted as a complete team and thus
Rice will be able to participate in another tournament in January.
"At first I was disappointed, but I
stillhaveanotherchance," said Limon.
"I'm going to invest my work in January, it should be better for everyone in
the long run."
Blankenship was satisfied with the
fall season.
"Idefinately think ournewer people
did very well. They played at a level we
had hoped for, although there continues to be room for improvement," he
said. "Abby Danielsand Blair Strassner
were two players who came up a notch
from their performance last year."
"I wasn't that satisified with how I
played. My game was up and down
this season," said Veloso. "Lastyear I
came in as afreshmanand there wasn't
any pressure. 1 wasn't as focused this
semester, but hopefully I'll have it all
together in the spring."
Blankenship is optimistic about the
spring. "We're really looking forward
to our conference schedule. Our goal
is to be perenially in the top two or
three in the conference. We'd like to
reach a point where we can get some
national recognition," he said.
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SCORE
BOARD
by Tim Lam

MEN'S FOOTBALL
Championship Game
9 Men With Egos 12, Sigma Epsilon Chi
6
WOMEN'S COLLEGE SOCCER
Jones 2, Wiess 0
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Monday League
1 Vocally Pimpin'
Rotten Kucol
Big Mistake
Net Hackers
Bad Idea
Results
1 Vocally 48, Big 35
Rotten 100, Net 24

W
3
2
1
0
0

L
0
0
1
3
2

Some of the nation's top tennis
players will be in town this weekend
for Rice's America West Challenge
Cup. Competition will take place today through Sunday at the Jake Hess
Tennis Stadium
"We've gotfive or sixofthe nation's
top 50," said Larry Turville, head coach
of the Owls and tournament director.
"The goal of the tournament is to attract top playersfromother regions of
the country to compete against the
best players from our region."
America West certainly lives up to
that expectation. It includes individuals from 15 teams altogether, includ-

top flight
Ryan Gately, Nick Lorenzini, Jon
Elsberry, and Matt Berry will be playing in the B flight Pascal Hos is ranked
third in the C flight which mil also
include Bert Hong, Jon Nederveld,
Peter Schidlkowski, and J ustin Hogan.
If last year's results are any indication, the tournament should be agood
one for the Owls. Five of Rice's players—LaValle, Berry, Dann, Lorenzini,
and Gately—reached thequarterfinals
last year.
"This is an opportunity to play
against great competition on our home
courts," said Turville. "It's our best
chance to get some wins. We know
the courts and we're comfortable here.
It should be an advantage to us."

A
SHIPMENT
OF FEDEX
RECRUITERS
IS NOW ON
THE WW.
They're arriving for on-campus interviews with you.
See your placement office for delivery dates.

MEN'S SOCCER
Monday League
Cojones Para Usted
The Cenozoics
Roadkill
Careful With That Axe, Eugene
Jockey Busters
Results
Careful d. Jockey by forfeit
Cojones 7, The Cenozoics 3

L
0
1
1
2
3

w

L
0
0
2
2
2

L
0
0
1
1
2
2

w

Wednesday League
In Your Face
Buttnuggets
VBP
Net Gain
Mannheim Rockets
Nuts to You
Results
In 50, Nuts 34
Net 54, Mannheim 35
Buttnuggets 57, VBP 43

W

L
0
0
2
2
2
2

Friday League
Bad Draw
Marmoset Knock You Out
Steve's a Traitor
We Scored Yo Momma
Street Pizza
Nobody
Results
Bad 5, We 2
Steve's 6, Nobody 0
Marmoset 8, Street 1

w

Thursday League # 1
Lithuanian National Team
Where's Boog?
Koladso
Gotta Get It Up, 2 Get It In
Dribble
Results
Lithuanian 40, Koladso 31
Where's 59, Dribble 24

w

Saturday League
The Business
Yurts
Fuzzy Navels
We Like Sheep
Rock Solid
Diamond Studded Chain Gang
Results
Yurts 20, Rock 1
Fuzzy 13, Diamond 0
The Business 9, We 1

Thursday League #2
Sid Vicious
Eight Crackers
Quiet Fire
Club Will Rice
The Sixty Niners
Results
Sid 29, Club 19
Eight 79, The Sixty 20

w

Friday League
Cookies & Cream
Nice -n- Smoove
Homey Don't Play Dat
Moral Retribution
Hoop De'Jour
Results
Nice 97, Homey 33
Cookies 121, Moral 13

w

3
3
1
1
0
0

2
2
2
0
0

2
2
1
1
0

3
2
1
0
0

L
0
0
1
2
3

L
0
0
1
2
3

L
O
0
2
2
2

3
2
1
0
0

3
3
2
1
0
0

3
3
2
1
0
0

POWDERPUFF FOOTBALL
Standings
Jones
Hanszen
Baker
Wiess
Brown
Sid Rich
Lovett
Will Rice
Results from 11/7 & 1 1 / 8
Wiess tied Lovett
Brown d. Hanszen
Jones d. Sid Rich
Baker d. Will Rice

W
5
4
4
2
2
2
1
0

L
1
1
2
1
2
4
3
6

WOMEN'S COLLEGE VOLLEYBALL
Hanszen d. Sid Rich 15-3, 15-6
Wiess d. Baker 16-14, 15-11

RICE BASEBALL CARDS
Buying • Selling • Trading

DISCOUNT PRICES EVERYDAY
MJB HOLOPRISM SETS
4 CARD SET
$3.00 (4 for 10.00)
90 Leaf I
$9.00/Pack
90 Leaf H
$10.00/Pack
92 Fleer Football Cello
$2.25 / Pack
92 Score Pinnacle I&H
$49.95 / Box
WE ALSO CARRY A
LARGE INVENTORY
OF
NON-SPORT
BOXES &
SUPPLIES

(713)

L
0
0
1
2
3
3

L
0
0
1
2
3
3

COED SAND VOLLEYBALL
Bracket 1
Untitled d. Caucasians & Asians
Bracket 2
Skinny d. Joy & Pain 11-7, 7-11, 11-8
Joy & Pain d. Bo Knows VB

NO LIMITS
Sets, singles and
boxes prices
below book

17776 Tomball Parkway, #49A
Houston, TX 77064
An Equal Opportunity Employer. M/F/D/V.

W
3
2
2
1
0

W
Tuesday League
2
The Fab Seven
2
Laettner Sucks
1
What's That Smell, Ochoa?
1
Wiessmen Can't Jump
0
The Incredible Hook
0
Tractor Pull
Results
Laettner 78, Tractor 27
Wiessmen 28, The Incredible 19
The Fab 37, What's 36

Owls to face top competition in America West Challenge Cup matches
ing six Southwest Conference teams
and three schools ranked in the ITA
preseason national top 25. The tournament is divided into three flights of
32-player draws with entrants flighted
by ranking. Players defeated in the
opening round will move on to a consolation singles draw in each flight
Rice's top seed is senior Juan
LaValle, ranked eighth in the tournament As Rice's top returning player
from last year, LaValle has posted a 54 record foe the fall season. Junior
Jose Medrano, who will be joining
LaValle in the A flight has recorded
an 11-5 mark thus far, reaching the
quarterfinals in two tournaments. Junior Willie Dann, who boasts a 7-6
record, will also be competing in the

MEN'S COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Wiess 14, Jones 6
Baker 36, Will Rice 6
Brown 16, Hanszen 14
Sid Rich 21, Jones 12

Thursday League
Tiny Elvis Lives
Calzones
Colt 45's- Works Every Time
Fullerene Dream
The Hairy Chested Men
Results
Calzones 9, Colt 45's 3
Tiny 6, Fullerene 0

Men's tennis team to host Challenge Cup
by Erica Levine

•

890-0397

FM 1960
• Willowbrook
Court *494

T
0
1
0
2
1
0
2
0
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Rugby club's second
side steps forward
against Old Tin Can
While the Rice rugbyfirstside took
a rare break from competitive play
this past weekend, the second side
stayed busy in preparation for this
weekend's East Texas Rugby Fest at
Stephen F.Austin University, winning
a match against a Houston-area
master's team called Old Tin Can.
Composed of men 35 years old and
older, Old Tin Can wielded a massive
advantage in terms of experience, but
the younger and stronger Rice players nevertheless dominated the game,
winning by afinalmargin of 27-12.
The outcome of the game, however, was not important except as it
affected the mental attitude going into
play this weekend.
"It was a positive game because we
won and we played decently," said
freshman Shoney Katz.
Scoring for Rice were Michael
Gross, who picked up a blocked kick
and ran it in for a try, Bill Blackwell,
who converted a scrum try, Scott
Butterfield and Michael Odhiambo.
Unfortunately, the game was characterized by less than sportsmanlike
play by the losers.
"They were rough and very physical," said Katz, "and they knew all the
tricks, like how and when to take cheap
shots and not get caught"
The Owls, however, did not allow
such tactics to divert them from the
task at hand. "We played a disciplined
game, and basically outran them," said
BlackwelL "The difference in fitness
levels really showed."
The real test for the second side
will come this weekend, when they
will play alongside thefirstside in the
Stephen F. Austin tournament While
most schools send only their strongest team, Rice feels its talent and
depth are strong enough to warrant
sending both sides.
Even though the tournament will
showcase the best collegiate teams in
Texas, Blackwell and Katz agreed that
they are capable of putting up a strong
fight against any team they play.
"Four teams make it to play on
Sunday," said BlackwelL "Our goal is
to be one of them."

years. This year should be no exception with the return of all but one from
last year's team and the addition of
freshman Tim Carlson, last year's Illinois state high school champion.
Team members do not feel that
is crunch time. It takes time to adjust" past successes and high expectations
he said.
add pressure.
Head Coach Jim Castaneda feels
"We've definitely shownflashesof
this is potentially the best team that brilliance, so we know we can do it"
Rice has ever had.
Brauner said. "We don't feel any added
"This team is capable, though the pressure at alL"
guys have to learn to be more consist
The Owls cap off the fall season by
tent at being the best," he said.
hosting the Rice/Columbia Lakes InThe team has greatly improved vitational tournament Nov. 27-29 at
over the last few years. Rice is one of the Columbia Lakes Country Club jus t
only 15 schools to make the NCAA south of Houston.
Championships each of the last three
—by Kevin Ness

SPORTS NOTEBOOK
The high point of the tournament tournament Team members Patrik
for the Owls was Friday afternoon's Johansson, Trevor Randolph, Matt
second round where the team shot Williamson, and David Lawrence were
277, putting them at 11 under par. the other top scorers who contribSenior Chris Brauner shot a personal uted.
Although the team was somewhat
best six under par 66. Both scores
were the lowest rounds of the tourna- disappointed by low finishes at this
ment The team score was the lowest tournament, the golfers hope to improve the rest of the year.
in Rice school history.
"We're gonna get better, I swear,"
Brauner and team captain Jeff
Chris
Brauner said. "In the fall you Ve
Makohon led Rice with a pair of one
under par scores of 215 for the entire got to take your lumps, but the spring

ENGINEERING • MATHEMATICS • SCIENCES

PAID
INTERNSHIP

Pocket Professional Software

Plug-In Textbook

STUDEHT MARKETING MANAGER
Outgoing, sales orienled student needed
for marketing/promotion position.
Learn management skills and marketing
strategies wnile implementing
on-campus promotions. Excellent pay.
Flexible hours. All work on campus.

Expand the power of your HP 48SX calculator,
ess equations, formulae & technical data instantly!

AMERICAN PASSAGE MEDIA CORPORATION
215 West Harrison
Seattle, WA 98119-4107

•
•
•
•
•

For more information.
call the Event Marketing department today
(800) 359-6676 *4156

Calculus
Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
General Chemistry
Statistics

•
•
•
•
•

Mathematics
Physics
Spice48
Solid State Electronics
Celestial Navigation

Sparcom

AVAILABLE A. YOUR COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
OR C A L L K

">-827-8416

(EXT 5 5 2 )

K

( O K P O K VI L<>\

CTL

—by Jamey Flndling

Golf team shoots three
over par in Harvey
Penicktoumement
The men's golf team turned in a
solid three over par performance at
the Harvey Penick Intercollegiate tournament last weekend in Austin, placing ninth overall out ofa very competitive field of twelve. Included in this
field were traditional Southwest Conferencerivalsas well as other smaller
schools Lamar University, North
Texas University, Southwest Louisiana State University, and Stephen F.
Austin University.
I1

The First Word In Security...
The Final Word in Safety!
THE UNIVERSAL SAFETY
LOCK Keep out anyone...Even if
they have a key. When locked...
no one gets in!
ASKASYAS 1

ITIP 2

TOM WADDLE
RECEIVER,

CHICAGO BEARS

1
I
|
i
'
|
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arc more
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than
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Only $4.95 plus $1.25 Postage
and Handling each
ORDER 1 FOR HOME...
1 TO CARRY...
1 FOR A FRIEND...
SendQCheck QMoney Order to:
Universal Safety Lock, Inc.
4400 W. Airport Blvd. #508
Houston, TX 77071
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in life and in our clothes, it takes a little more to make a ( hampion.
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Donate! Save John's Misclassed Ass

THE HOW MAIVY STTTCHES?

r

a

i

F N T l A R

v / l L C l i U / l l i

Friday,
Nov. 13

•"Hie USA T G at Brown. 4-6 p.m.
• Hanszen College presents Into The Woods, 8
>.m.t through Saturday and next week.
and next week, 8 p . m . , Hamman Hall.

Saturday,
Nov. 14
Monday,
Nov. 16

Tuesday,
Nov. 17
Wednesday,
Nov. 18
Thursday,
Nov. 19

• Football vs. Bay tor, Noon.
• Baker Bourbon and Blues Party. 10 p.m.-2 a.m.

on
of Hollywood," In the RMC Grand Hall at 8 p.m.
• UTD Week causes campus-wide ethnic strife to begin.
• RPC Studs night at the pub, 10 p.m.
• Widening civil war divides the campus, pits roommate against roommate.
•Physics Department applies final nuclear solution.
Houston vaporized. Unsightly Lovstt College finally
obliterated. And there was much rejoicing.

"l would've g o n e to NOD, but I d i d n t
have a thing to wear."
What GOMP Might Stand F o r
10) Good Old-fashioned Mud Pies.
9) Gross Old Moldy Pat6.
8) Geeky Obnoxious Misanthropic
Pissants.
7) Glorified Outdoor Meeting Place.
6) Get Out! Meet People!
5) Generously Overpriced Murky
Pisswater.
4) Grab Onto My Pastries.
3) Great Opportunity to Masturbate
Publicly.
2) Get Off My Prick!
1) Pretentious Architects.
For those of us who try to avoid venturing into the outside world before 11
a.m., GOMP is the coffee stand set up
in the Anderson courtyard, and was
described to us as "the sound a freshly
baked, crusty croissant makes as it
plunges into your aromatic cup of
coffee." Sure.

John May Get Some Ass Here Personal Ads
STUD SEEKING NOTHING; I'm merely
notifying Rice femaledom that I am
hereby available for consumption so
any skirt out there who thinks she can
handle a 6'-5", 195 lb. mountain like
me had betterwrite in to box 651 and let
me think about it... Careful, 'cause I'm
hung like a wildebeestand have lats that
would make William Shatner choke with
envy. Come on ladies, wouldn't you
rather get it on with a man who advertises in this section by choice and not
because he has to? Please, I'm actually
desperate so at least send nude photos
or an old Victoria's
Secret catalog.
SINGLE MALE, 5-5",
1 0 6 lb., age 18, interested in pizza, Star
Trek, role-playing fantasy games, and the
art of Boris Vallejo
desires intense, lustful relationship with
elegant older woman.
You are in your 30s,
are tail, dark-haired,
atid large-breasted—
preferably a model.
Take me out and show
me the ropes.
FOUR LOVELY LADIES seek inflatable
man. Leaky or anatomically incorrect
need not apply.

COLLEGE COED looking for venereal
disease to punish parents for inadequate sex education during childhood.
Something curable please—no HIV or
herpes. Send name, nude photo, and
cell cultures to box 616. Don't worry,
I'm fully insured.
HERMAPHRODITE h o m o s e x u a l
seeks... well, I don't know. Try box 100
anyway.
DOMINANT MALE SADIST, into
leather, body piercing, and fist we-all-

ME? SHORT BUT ELEGANT, starving
female college student, energetic and
highly professional, outwardly reserved,
but willing to try anything if put in the
right mood... You: discreet, financially
stable, generous, and not too demanding on my busy schedule. 1 edit a campus paper, so we might need to work
things out I'm looking forward to your
call! Box 227.
SENIOR WOMAN seeks someone, anyone with a Y chromosome to pay attention to me. Box 1993.
FRESHMAN BOY,
enthusiastic, but inexperienced. Seeks
someone, anyone to
pay attention to me.
Box 1996.

A D OF THE WEEK:
WANTED: A "DICKLESS FRIEND."
Her (that's me): Very intelligent, educated, and well read.
Attractive and conversational with a great sense of humor,
capable of reminding you of past girlfriends, but just clueless
enough not to see through your transparent wishes. In short,
desirable. Everything you are sure you want in a woman.
Him (that's you):Romantically unattached, always available.
A good listener willing to give everything for "just a friend," to
forgo personal fulfillment in order to be a "comfortor," and to
spend all night talking over any dilemma that pops up,
especially those regarding my boyfriend. Best if a capable
masturbator. I mean, you're a really nice guy, but let's just be
friends.

I)WM(26yn».,5'-H\
165 lb.) SEEKS BEST
TOIEND. I like jogjjing in Memorial Park, games of catch,
and having somebody to sit in my lap
while I sleep in front of the TV. You are
young and energetic, say between three
find four years old, and know enough to
go outside to use the bathroom. You
also like being scratched behind the
ears, curling up with your blanket at the
foot of my bed, and eating scraps from
my plate. Color is not important, but no
spots or long ears. Patience may bring
romance later but having just suffered
through a messy breakup, I'm really
only seeking a friend for now. Box 381.

know-what-comes-next-ing wants persons similar to self for arguments, wrestling matches, and a duel to the death.
BYO implements. Box 666.
SIDGET seeks a clue. (DTHR.) Box 941.
SF, GREAT DANCER, with a fantastic
personality and even better smile seeks
male counterpart for awkward evenings
of discomfort and shame. Together, we
can relive every social event you missed
in high school. Height,weightirrelevant,
but please not proportional. Box 000.

MEN!
BECOME
more comfortable
and secure about
your masculinity by
learning to wear
women's underwear
in public and enjoy it.
Write to box 750.
GAY MALE seeks one
of the multitudes of
closet cases on this
campus. Come out,
come out, wherever
you are! Please write
to Box 213.

CONSIDER MULTIPLE circumcisions—for that totempole look and natural ribbed feeling! An
absolute must for male prostitutes.
Contact Rex's Meat Marketing via box
827.
ATTEND THE FIRST MEETING OF
THE RICE MASTURBATION CLUB!
Learn innovative new techniques, such
as the "double hand interlocking grip"
and discuss creative euphemisms for
the club's principal activity. No women
please, as mingling would defeat the
purpose. The meeting is Monday, Nov.
16, in the Baker Commons at 10 p.m.

"That's r i g h t Sixteen minus six i s
10."
— Dr. Terry Lohrenz, MATH 211

homonuclear diatomics will never be
able to have dipole moments."
—Dr. W e i s m a n , C H E M 111

Girl: "You know, you reach your
sexual peak at age 19."

From a toga-clad Baker senior.
"Condoms are the Captain America
of the s e x world."

Guy: "I know. I just haven't experienced it y e t <pause> So, you doing
anything t o n i g h t "

Notice John's
Noted Ass

You know, the Vatican could probably just buy Capitol Records...
"It's really fun to g e t drunk and wear
a dress."
— Overheard from a Jones
freshman male.
Man, Admissions should have put this
guy at Sid...
Journalism conquers all truth.
Cthulu in '92. Why vote for a LESSER
evil?
Overheard at Wiess:
"Oh, Jesus!"
"Stop calling me that- -it makes me
feel important"
A $34,000 education, and I still can't
turn my alarm off at six in the morning.
"Quantum sociologists have determ i n e d that b o t h h e t e r o n u c l e a r
diatomics
and
homonuclear
diatomics can form stable, long-lasting bonding relationships, but, alas,

Q :

HOUSTON'S PRESBYTERIAN PL\Y
ERS will perform the Jean Anbuilh drama
Becket, Mon., Nov. 23, at 7 p.m in the
Rice Chapel. Free.
RICE WOMEN IN MATH will sponsor a
talk by Dr. Helen Longino on Tues.,
Nov. 17, at 6 p.m. in HB 4 2 7 .
OFFBEAT CAREERS! Meet Baker College graduate Bill Palmer, a.k.a. Merlin
the Magician, professional entertainer
at the Renaissance Festival and Magic
Island restaurant Mon., Nov. 16, 7
p.m., at Biker House.
FOR GRAD STUDENTS ONLY: Two
workshops: "Interviewing," on Fri., Nov.
13, at 3 p.m., and T h e job search:
making contacts, networking, and researching companies" on Fri., Nov. 20,
3 p.m. in Miner Lounge. Sponsored by
Career Services.
GET ON YOUR SOAPBOX! Speak your
mind at the Free Speech Zone during
Unity Through Diversity Week, Nov. 1620, 11:30 a.m.-l p.m. in the RMC
courtyard (by the cloisters). Soapbox
and bullhorn provided free of chaige.
PURSE FOUND on shuttle bus after
Esperanza. Call Conley to identify. 6308111.

How Will The
Princeton Review
Help You With
Your GMAT?

A)

s m a l l , p e r s o n a l c l a s s e s ( n e v e r m o r e t h a n 15 s t u d e n t s ) .

B)

the m o s t p o w e r f u l test-taking techniques.

C)

f r e e e x t r a - h e l p w i t h a real p e r s o n , n o t a t a p e .

D)

the highest average s c o r e - i m p r o v e m e n t a n y w h e r e , + 8 5
points.

E)

All of t h e a b o v e .

D o e s n ' t t h e GMAT
look e a s i e r a l r e a d y ?
Our course for the January GMAT begins November 21 or December 5.
Call The Princeton Review at 6 8 8 - 5 5 0 0 for more information.

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
We Score More!
For the record, ETS and Princeton U. are not affiliated with The Princeton Review and the answer is E.

Sell John's Ass (scars extra) Classified Ads
HELP WANTED
EXPERIENCED VOCALIST s o u g i t Cool
band is original, professional and experienced, talented, heavy and mainstream
with equipment and weekly recording
time. 5 2 2 - 9 6 4 9 or 666-1727.
CHILDCARE PROVIDER needed for 5
yr. old boy from 3-7 p.m. Mon.-Fri. Free
use of car. Must be: responsible and
have experience, valid driver's license,
excellent references. Call 6 6 4 - 6 3 8 2 after 7:30 p.m.
HOLIDAY CASH AVAILABLE—Singing
Cavalier Telegram Co. auditioning singing and/or dancing messengers to entertain in the greater Houston area. No
experience or nudity required—just reliable, insured transportation and your
enthusiasm. 520-7171.
EVENT PLANNING FIRM seeks Marketing/Public Relations major for contract work during the holiday season.
Must be enthusiastic, responsible, and
have reliable transportation. Please^call
Cindy at 529-5711.
IX)OKING FOR a top fraternity, sorority, or student organization that would
like to make $ 5 0 0 - 1 5 0 0 for a one week
marketing project right oo campus. Must
be organized and hard working. Call
800-592-2121 ext. 308.
GREEKS AND CLUBS; Raise a cool
$ 1 0 0 0 in just one week! Plus$1000for
the member who calls! And a free headphone radio just for calling 1 -800-9320 5 2 8 ext 65.

$ 2 0 0 - $ 5 0 0 WEEKLY. Assemble products at home. Easy! No selling. You're
paid directly. Fully guaranteed. Free
information—24 hour hotline. 801 -3792 9 0 0 . Copyright # TX25KDH.

MISCELLANEOUS
FREE KITTEN to a good home. 4 mo.
old, all shots to date. Adorable, lovable,
playful; a prince of a cat. 521-1026.
RICE VS. MICHIGAN, Dec. 1. $5 Student tickets still available. These specially priced tickets are for Rice students only. If you did not receive a
complimentary student ticket, you are
still eligible to purchase a ticket for $5.
One ticket per person—must present
Rice Student I.D. with athletic sticker to
purchase a ticket. Companion tickets
may be purchased for $18. For more
information, call the ticket office at 5274068.
CHEAP!! F B I / U S SEIZED: *89
Mercedes...$200, '86 VW...$50, *87
Mercedes...$100, '65 Mustang...$50.
Choose from thousands staring at $25.
Free information—24 hour hotline. 801 379-2929. Copyright #TX25KJC.
RICE UNIVERSITY/VILLAGE 1-1 in
small 8 unit complex across from Rice.
$ 3 1 5 plus bills. No pets. 523-0688.
ROOMMATE (preferably nonsmoker,
male or female) needed to share 2
bedroom Montrose apartment (walking
distance from Rice) with female Rice
student and cat $263/mo., 1 / 2 utilities. Available now or next semester.
Call Helen, 528-0367.

DRYDEN/TRAVIS house for rent Two
story/two bed room/one hath. Two covered parking spaces. Basic cable.
Washer/dryer. $740/month. Available
in late Dec. or early Jan. Call John at
660-9505.

Correction to the
Spring 1992 Addendum
to the Course Schedule

IS
It will be offered
T/TH • 1-2:15pm,
and taugRt by
M. Recknagel

Change the World.

Fast.
H e l p u s fight h u n g e r a n d poverty. J o i n people on y o u r
c a m p u s a n d give u p a meal or m o r e , a n d d o n a t e t h e m o n e y
you w o u l d have s p e n t on food to O x f a m America's lifesaving projects. It's called the Fast for a World Harvest
a n d , since 1973, millions of college s t u d e n t s have fasted for
a day so that others could eat for a lifetime.

Hunger Banquet
November 20
5:30 pm
Lovett College
Commons
Jennifer Alvarez

630-8252

.Oxfam!
Amencai

Change the World

